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THE EMBEDDING OF PARTIALLY ORDERED GROUPS 
INTO LATTICES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 
by 
George Frederick Feissner 
I 
.,.J ... 
J 
ABSTRACT 
It is well-known that the set of continuous functions 
.. 
from a topological space to the real line is a group rela-
tive to addition, where addition of functions is defined 
pointwise. In this paper, it is proved that if the'space 
is a compact Hausdorff space, then the set of real valued 
continuous functions· i,s c3:l·sq .. a distributive lattice, where 
fVg is defined by fVg(x.) .= f(x)Vg(x) for all x, and £Ag 
i·s. defined simila ..rl.y. :It :is al~_so p:rov.ed that t.he la..ttice 
-- . 
:s·tructure of the set .of· .cortt·i·n:uo.u·s f'unctions determines the 
:top.ological space up t:o homeomorphism. 
The main body of the thes~$ considers the problem of 
embedding a partially ordered group into the lattice-
' ( 
ordered group of continuous functions on a compact Haus-
.. 
fl' 
dorff space to the real line. It is first shown that if a 
partially ordered group G has an Archimedean element and 
is completely integrally closed, then it has~ completion 
consisting of the set of al-¥ the Dedekind cuts in G. It 
is thus embedded in a lattice. 
Secondly, some properties of lattice· ordered groups are 
developed and the concept of an ideal is introduced. An 
ideal of a lattice-ordered group is a subgroup with the 
') 
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property that if a is in the ·subgroup and lbl ~ laf, then 
t . bis in also. It is the~ proved-that the kernel of a lat-
. " 
. ' . 
tice homomorphism is a maximal ideal and the quotient 
group of a lattice-order~d completely integrally closed 
group with a maximal ideal is simply ordered and also 
completely integrally closed, and therefore isomorphic 
to a subgroup of the real line. Thus, the latti~e-
ordered group can be considered a set of functions from 
the set of maximal ideals to the real line. For a given 
maximal ideal N and a point x in the gI"o·up, x(N) is defined 
as that real number assoc.iated: ·with the coset containing ; 
! 
I 
x. 
These functions ar·e s·howrt: .to pe separating functions 
'.by embedding the lattice-ordered group in a real vector 
lattice. Finally the set of maximal ideals of the real 
vector lattice is topologized in such a way that it is 
compact and Hausdorff and the set of functions defined 
above becomes a subgroup of the set of continuous functions 
' from the space to the real line. 
Thus, the final result is obtained that if a partially 
ordered group has an Archimede·an element and is completely 
integrally closed, then it can :be .embedded in the lattice 
of continuous functions from a _compact Hausdorff space to 
the real line. 
'··~ ·, 
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THE SET OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS FROM 
-----
~ C~MPACT !z SPACE TO THE REAL LINE 
Let X ·be a compact Hausdorff space and let C{X,R) denote 
the set of continuous functions from X to the real line, where 
the latter has the Euclidean topology. For f,gEC(X,R), an 
... 
order can be defined as follows: f~ iff f(x)~(x) for all 
Similarly, fVg and fAg are defined ·by (fVg)(x)=f(x)Vg(x) 
"'-..,._. 
and (fAg)(x)=f(x)Ag{x) for all X€X. If addition in C(X,R) is 
defined by (f+g) (x) =f (x)+g (x) · for all xeX, then it is elem-
entary that C{X, R) is an additive group./ 
/ 
LEMMA~ Let R be the real line and let ~:RxR-tR and 
--) 
1/1:RxR~ be defined by q>(x,y)=xVy and ,ft(x,y)=xAyo Then, if 
R has the Euclidean topology and RxR the product topology,, :i-,_·o-:t·h 
~ .and 1/1 are continuous· functions:. 
PROOF: Only the proof that cp is continuous will be given. 
The proof of the continuity oft is similar. Let (a,b) be a 
neighborhood of xVy in R. Then a< xVy <; b. Hence, x < b, 
y < ho Also, since a< xVy, either a< x or a< y. Suppose 
' a< x. Let v1=(a,b). Choose a1 in R such that ·a1 < y and let 
v2=(a1,h). Then v1xv2 is a neighborhood of (x,y) in RxR. 
Now let (z 1 ,z2)EV1xv2. Since z1 < b, z2 < b, z 1vz2 < b. 
Since a< z1, a 1< z2, a< z1vz 2. Thus, ~(z1,z2)E(a,b). 
Therefore, cp[V1xV2lc::(a,b)'~ Thus, cp is conti.nuou~. 
Q.E~D~ 
THEOREM: With the above ordering, C{X, R) · is a dis-
tributive lattice. 
. '~l-· 
1. 
I 
i, 
,. 
t 
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,' ,, 
,, 
( 
'f•"' ~ 
PROOF: Consider the function ~:X-+ XxX, and for·· f, g 
-
- in C(X,R) the fune-tion (f,g):XXX--t-RXR defined-by ~(x) = (x,-x) 
·,. 
and (f,g)(x1,x2) = (f(x1),g(x2)). Let~ and w -be as in the 
previous theorem. They are both continuous by the previous 
theorem, 6 is trivially continuous, and (f,g) is continuous 
since its composition with each of the two projection "maps 
is continuous. Thus, for f, gin C(X,R), fVg = ~o(~,g)o6, 
and fAg = jo(f,g)o6.N Thus, since the composition of con-
tinuous function is continuous, both fYg and fAg are con-
tinuous. To show that C(X,R) is a distributive lattice, 
it is enough to notice that the real line is distributive, 
and so for each xeR, [fV(gAh)](x) = f(x)V(gAh)(x) ~ 
I 
,· 
f(x)V(g(x)Ah(x)] = [f(x)Vg(x) ]/\(f(x)Vh(x)] = (fVg) (x)A(fVh) (x) 
\ ' 
= [(fVg)A(fVh)](x). Thus, C(X,R) is distributive. 
Q.E.D. 
Now let L be a lattice and Sc: L a subset. 
an 1-ideal of L <=~ the following hold: 
·s is called 
i). 
·for b • s, aVb • • s. any a, in l.S in 
ii) for • s, b • L, a/\b • • s . any a in in l.S in 
If S'cL, S' • called duai ideal <=> the following hold: 1S a 
i) for any a, b • s I ' aAb is in S'. in 
ii) for • s'' b in L, aVb is • s' . any a 1.n in 
If S (S') ~ ideal (dual ideal) of L, it • said t:O be an 1S 
a prime ideal (dual ideal) <=> 
iii) for any a, bin L, if aAbeS (aVbeS'), then 
either aeS (S') or beS (S'). 
THEOREM: Let Sc: L be an ideal. · -Then 
1) s • prime <=> 1"3 • dual ideal, l.S l.S a 
2) s • • <=> L~ • • dual ideal. l.S prime l.S a prime 
.2. !. 
_., 
d 
"· 
PROOF: (part 1) "=>" Let S be prime. Let a, b be in 
L"'5.· Then-:-aAb is in LrvS by.the prin1a:l-it·y of S. Now let 
aEL~s, beL. It is necessary to show that aVbEL~s. Suppose 
that aVbES. Then a= aA(aVb) is in S. This is a contra-
.,-i_ 
diction. Therefore, aVbEL"8 and L""8 is a dual ideal. 
' 
J 
"<=" Suppose ·that S is an ideal and L~ a dual ideal. It is 
necessary that given aAbES, either aES or beS. If both 
aEL"'3 and bEL"s, then since L"'S is a dual ideal, a/\beL"-5. 
,:This is a contradiction. Therefore, either aeS or beS. 
{part 2) "<=" has been proven above without using the 
'.f.a.ct that L~ is prime. 
··'·'=>'' It is only necessary to prove that S is prime implies 
tha.t L"'8 i'.s pr:iine. Let a, b be in L and aVbeL~s. Then, if 
aeS, bES, ·s.ince .. S is an idea.I, aVbeS. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore~ e:Lthe.r a~L"3i or ··beL"3. Therefore, 1~s is prime. 
Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION: Let Land L' be l~ttices. A function 
B:L~L~ is a lattice homomorphism iff e(xVy) = e(x)Ve(y) 
and e{xAy) = e(x)Ae(y) for all x, yin L. 
LEMMA~ x ~ y => e(x) ~ e(y). 
PROOF: _x ~ y <=> X = xAy. Thus X = ~Ay => e(x) = 
e(x/\y) = e(x)Ae(y) => e(x) ~ e(y). 
.. .. 
i 
Let P be a prime ideal in C(X,R), where X .. is a c.ompact 
Hausdorff space. Pis said to be associated with a point x 
in X iff whenever fEP, geC(X,R) such that g(x) < f(x), then 
geP. 
LEMMA: Let yeX, feC(X,R), and let P be the set of 
~"" 
all geC(X,R) such that g(y) < f(y). Then Pis a prime ideal 
,, 
:3. 
:\. 
:~ 
.., 
··, 
I: 
:11 
associated with y. i 
,_ J 
PROOF: Let g1, g2 be in P. Then (g1vg2)(y) = 
g1 (y)Vg2(y) < f(y). -Therefore, g1vg2 is in P. Secondly, 
let gEP, hEC(X,R). Then (gAh)(y) = g(y)Ah(y) < f(y). Thus 
g/\h is in P and so P is an ideal. To show that P is prime, 
let g1 , g2 be in C{X,R) and assume g1Ag2 is in P. That is, J 
~ 
g1(y)Ag2(y) < f(y). But since Risa chain, g1(y)Ag2(y) = 
r·· 
I 
ffiin(g1 (y), g2(y)). Thus, either g1 (y) < f(y) or g2(y) < f(y). 
That is, either g1EP or g2eP, so Pis prime. Finally, if 
heC(X,R) and geP such that h(y) < g(y), then h(y) < f(y) 
so heP. Thus Pis associated with y. 
Q. E· ID. 
I rote that if£, g are in C(X,R), then {x: f(x) < g(x)} 
'is open. For convenience, C{X,R) will be written as L in the 
future. 
THEOREM~ Let PC L be a proper prime ideal. Then P is 
associated with some point x~X. 
PROOF: Suppose Pis associated with no point. Then 
for every xeX, we can find fxeP and gxEL 
and gxfP. Let Vx = {y: gx(y) < fx(y)}. Clearly, xEV, so 
X 
{vx: xEX} is an open covering of X. Since Xis compact, we 
4. 
.... 
can find xl, Xz, .... ,xk in X such that V uv 2u ... uv = X. 
. x. xl ~". xk 
For convenience, we sha:11 write fJ = f J, g. = g J, and 
~ J 
V. = V , j = 1, 2, . . • :,.k. Now, gJ. (y) < fJ. (y) for J Xj . . 
yEVj .. Let f = v{fj: j = 1, 2, ... ,k}, Then since fj~P, 
feP. Note that g1, g2, ... ,gk are in LrJ>, which is a dual 
, 
prime ideal by the theorem on page 2. Let g = -A{gj: j = 1, .. ,k}, .. 
;1 
; 
I' 
~ 
'i 
' 
' 
' ,. 
1 , •. 
' 
_./ 
5. 
Furthermore, g < f. g(x) < f(x)-for all xeX. That • l.S' 
Thus, g = g/\f. But s-ince P is a prime ideal, g 4 = gAfEP, a 
contradiction. Therefore, Pis associated with some ~oint 
---
XE X. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA: Let PC L be· a prime ideal a.ssociated with xeX. 
Let fELrJ', gEL. Then, if f(x) < g(x), gEL~P. 
PROOF:-- If g${1~, gEP. Hence fEP since f (x) < g(x). 
This is a contradiction since fELrJ>. Therefore, gEL~P. 
THEOREM: If Pc:- L • • ideal, then p • associated 1S a prime 1S 
with at most one point of x. 
PROOF: Suppos·e p • associated with two points_, . . X,: 1S ·x y in 
' 
x I y. Let feP, geL"'1>. Since X is Hausdorff and compact, 
• 
"it normal. Hence, there exists hEL such that h(x) f(x) 1 l.S - ---
and h(y) g(y) + 1. Since h(x) < f(x), hEP, but • - since 
g(y) < h(y), hEL'""1'. This • contradiction.; hence p • l.S a l.S 
associated with at most: one point of X. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY: Each prime ::i_d.ea.·_:l ·i_n L i.s -.associated with 
one and only one point. 
PROOF: The proof is an immediate consequence of the last 
two theorems. 
THEOREM: Let P, Q be prime idea·l&· in L where P is 
,a·s:sociated .with x and Q . with y. If Q~ P, then x = y. 
PROOF: Assume x I y and Qc P. Let f EL~ and geQ. 
Since Xis normal, there exists an hEL such that h(x) = f(x) +1, 
-.. 
and h(y) = g(y) -1. Since f{x) < h(x), hELrJl by the above 
lennna. Thus, if Q '= P, hEL~ also. But h(y) < g(y), so 
.. 
~ 
·r 
',·1 
l 
I 
,), 
• C 
' ·1 
. . . ,, .. , . . i'·!, ·!:'.!'.":' 
,,_.,· .. --··· .. ,~--~·• .. --~,J.1,-·-:.:..:...r. 
\,d 
.· 
~'; I 
1 
heQ. This·is a contradiction, so x = y . 
. THEOREM! Let P, Q be prime ideals in L.. Then P, _Q 
a·re associated with tbe same point <=> there is a prime i-deal 
.., 
R in L · such ·that Rc:P n Q. 
\~~ 
PROOF: "<-" ' Suppose that there exists a prime ideal 
R such that RCP n Q. Let P, Q, R be associated with x, y, 
z respectively. Then by the last theorem on page 5, since 
Rec. P, z = x, and since Re Q, z = y. Therefore, x =" y. 
"=>'' Let P, Q. be associated with x. Let fEP, gEQ 
and let a be a real number such that a< f(x), a< g(x)• 
Let R be the set of all heL such that h(x) <· a. Then R 
is a prime =idea·l associated with x by the second lemma on 
page 3. F·urthermore., if hER.,. th·en h(x) < f(x) and h:(x)_: < -g(x),. 
~ 
so hEr n· Q~, Thus RC P n Q; 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM: Let xeX, Ac X and f 0 EL. Then xEA <=> there 
is a prime ideal P associated with x such that S(A)CP, 
where S(A) = n{Q: Q is a prime id~al, f0 EQ, and Q is associated 
with some point yEA}, 
.. PROOF: "<=" Assume S (A)C:: P for some prime ideal P 
associated with~ and suppose that x{A. Let gEL"-1'. Since 
Xis compact, A is compact also, and therefore f
0 takes on 
...,. -= a minimum value on A. Hence, let a be a real number such 
that ._0; ... ·< f 0 (y) for all yEA. Since X is normal, there exists 
heL such that h(x) = g(x) + 1 and h(y) = a for each yEI. 
Therefore, since g(x) < h(x), heL"2. On the other hand, 
for any yEA, h(y) <f0 (y). Thus if Q is any prime ideal 
associated with y and containing £0 , it also contains h. 
. '\' 
I 
...·., 
.,, 
7 . 
Thus heS(A). But since S(A)cP, heP. This is a c6ntradiction. 
Hence xeA. 
"=>" - let Q(y) {fEL: Assume xeA. For each yeA, -
< fo(y)}. f(y) Then by the second lemma on page 3, Q(y) • l.S 
• ideal associated with y . Thus S(A)CQ(y) for all a prime 
yeA. Hence, if geS(A), ·g(y) ~ f 0 (y) for all yeA. Therefore, 
g(x) < f
0
(x) for all gES(A). Thus S(A) = Q(x). Letting 
P = Q(x) fulfills the conditions of the theorem. 
Q.E.D. 
I notice that if X and Y are two~compact Hausdorff 
spaces and cp: x~ Y a homeomorphism, then cp defines a lat.tice 
isomorphism cp*:C(Y,R)~C(X,R) that is defined as follows: 
Let feC(Y,R). Then cp*(f) = f 9 cp. That~* is a lattice homo-
morphism follows from the string of equalities; cp*{f/\.g) (x) = 
[(f/\g)c.q,](x) = (f/\g){cp(x)) = f(cp(x))Ag(cp(x)) = [(focp)_A_(gocp) ](x) 
= [cp*(f)Acp*(g)](x) = cp*(f)(x)Acp*(g)(x). Since x was arbitrary, 
the string reduces to cp*(fAg) = cp*(f)Acp*(g). The proof that 
cp*(fVg) = cp*(f)Vcp*(g) is similar. To show that cp* is one-to-
one, assume that cp*(f) = cp*(g) for some f, gin C(Y,R). 
That is, f(cp(x)) = g(cp(x)) for all xeX. Let y be any mem-
ber of Y. Then, since cp is a homeomorphism, there is an x 
in X such that cp(x) = y. Thus. for any yeY, f(y) = g(y). That 
is, f = g, so cp is one-to-one. 
THEOREM~ Let X, Y b·e · .compact Hausdorff spaces and let 
e:C(X,R)~C(Y,R) be a lattice isomorphism. Then e defines a 
.G 
'v. 
homeomorphism e: x~ Y. 
PROOF: Let xeX and let P be a prime ideal in C(X,R) 
associated with x. Then B(P) is a prime ideal of C(Y,R) 
• 
I ., I 
f'\, I 
.,. ~d is thus assoc_iated with a point e (x) in y: Suppose Q 
is another prime ideal associated with x and y is the point 
. ,, 
of Y associated with e[QJ. Then, by the first theorem on 
page 6, there is a prime ideal R such that Re P n Q. Hence 
'\, . 
I B[R]ce[PJ n B[Q]. Then by the same theorem, y = e (x), so 
'"" B(x) is uniquely defined. 
Next, choose xl' Xz in X with xl I Xz· Let P, Q be 
prime ideals in C(X,R) associated with x1~ x2 respectively. 
Let P 0 = 
C{Y,R). 
e[P] and Q' = e[Q]. ·p• and Q' 
"\, "\., 
Let e(x1) = Yi and e(x2) = y2 ; 
are prime ideals in 
then P' and Q' 
are associated with y1 and y2 respectivejy. If y1 =y2 , 
theh there exists a prime idea.1 .R' such that Rc.P·' n .Q·:v ._ 
Slrtc.e e is an isomorphism, e- 1[R'] = R is also .a prime 
:ideal and Re:: p n Q, and therefore, xl = Xz. Thi'$ :·i:·s _a. 
contradiction, so y1 I y2. Thus Wis one-to-one. 
Now, let yeY and let P' be a prime ideal of C{Y,R) 
e-l[p· '] d 1 f associated with y. Then P = is a prime i ea o 
C{X,R) associated with a point xEX. Since e[P] = P'" b:y 
~ "\., 
definition, e(x) = y. Thus~ is onto. 
"\., 
At this point it ·shou.ld .. be ·observed that e (x) = y is 
~ 
characterized by e[P] = Q, where P and Qare prime ideals 
"\.,-1 
associated· with x and y respe.c.tively; .,sirnilarly, e · {y) = x· 
is. characterized by e- 1 [Q] = P. , 
'\,, Thus, by synnuetry, in order to prove e a homeomorphism, 
.· ""v-1 it is enough to prove e continuous, since continuity of 
' 
"\, 
e. is proved in ·the same manner. 
', 
Since 8' is a one-to-one onto map, e-l is continuous 
"\., 
iff e is closed, that is, if ~[A] is a closed set in Y for 
8 ... 
•'; 
.. 
any closed 
yE{8[AJ}-· 
set A in X. Let ACX be closed and let 
' Let f 0 EC(Y,R). Then, by the second· t1feorem · 
on page 6, there exists a prime ideal P' associated with 
.. 
y such that s(B[A])cP'. Let £0 = e-1(£~) ... Now, observe 
'"\., . 
that B[S(A)] = S(B[A]), for e[S(A)] = e[n T: Tis prime, 
f 0 eT, Tis associated with some point zeA ]. Since 9 is .a 
lattice isomorphism, this is equal to n{e [T]: e ['f) is prime, 
f~E~ [T], e [T] is associated with some point ~(z)Ee'[A] t 
Again, due to the isomorphism of e, this expression is 
equal to n{u: u is a prime ideal in C(Y,R), f~EU, u is 
associated with s~e point ~E~[AJ}· This last expression 
is equal to s(e'[A]). Thus, e[S(A) Jc P'. Now if P = e-1[P1 l, 
then S (A)C P. Let P be associated with xEX. Then, agai-n 
by the second theorem on page 6, xEA. Since A was closed, 
XEAo Furthermore, e(x) = y. """' Thus yee [A] . Since y was an 
"' arbitrary point in the closure of e[A], The result that 
{8[A]J-c:e[A] ts obtained, thus proving that e[A] is closed. 
Thus, ~-l is continuous. A similar argument proves that 
~ is also continuous, thus proving thkt ~ is a homeomorphism 
from X to Y. 
Thus, if a given lattice·-ordered group can be shown to 
be the set of continuous functions from a compact Hausdorff 
space to the real line, then that space is determined up to 
homeomorphism by the lattice~ordered groµp. [1, pp. 30-44] 
I 
I 
9. 
.. 
THE COMPLETION OF A 
--
PARTIALLY ORDERED GROUP 
A group, (G,+), i~-partially ordered if the set G has a 
partial order< that is invariant under translation; 
-
that 
x ~ y implies a+x+b ~ a+y+b for all a, bin G. A partially 
ordered group is comp,el..etely integrally closed if kx ~ b for 
some beG and all positive integers k implies that x ~ 0. 
• 1S, 
An element, eeG, is said to be Archimedean if given any dEG, 
-
lOo 
there exists a positive integer m such that d ~ me. [2, p. 261.] 
Let G9 be the set of all Dedekind, cuts in G; i.e., the 
-~ 
set of all ordered pairs, [A,B], of subsets of G with the 
following properties: 
i) 
:i.i) 
iii) 
aeA. bEB 
. . ,.
a< x for 
. -
:Y :~:,b for 
=>a< b. 
-
all aeA => xeB . 
all beB => yeA. 
Order ih G·· can be defined as follows:· [A,B] < [C,D] 
. -- . . 
.if and only if Ac C. 
LEMMA~ [A, B ] < [ C, D ] < = > nc= B. 
-
PROOF~ "=>" Let deD. Then c ~ d for all ceC by property i 
above. But since [A,B] < [C,D], ACC. Thus· a < d for a;ll 
- -
aeA. Therefore, by prop:erty ii , deB, so De: B. 
"<=" Let aeA. Then a< b for all beB. Then, 
-
by hypothesis, a~ d for all deD. Therefore, by property iii, 
aeC and thus ACC. Then, by definition of order in G', [A,B] < [C,D]~ 
-
Q.E.D. 
.... 
I 
11~ 
.... ;,: 
,:. 
. , 
Let { [A . .,B .. ]: iEL } be a collection of cuts with 1 1. 
that it' B =·Q B . ., then B " cp. Let A= , 1.E . 1. 
·--_I 
bEB ]· for all Then [A., B] • a cut. l.S 
LEMMA: 
the property 
- { 
-
aEG: a< b 
PROOF: That properties i and iii are satisfied follows 
'·' 
immediately from the definitions of A and B. To show that 
property ii holds, let a< x for all aEA. I now assert that 
-
A.CA for all iEL. To demonstrate this:, let a.EA .. Then 1. 1 1. 
a. < b. for all b.eB1., and therefore, a1. < b fo,r all bEB. 1- 1 1. -
Therefore, a. EA. Therefore, A.CA. Now since A.C::. A for all ·i, 
1 l. 1 
a. < x for all a.eA. and for all ieL. Therefore, by property 
l. - l. 1 
ii, x€Bi for all ieL. Then, xeB aod property ii holds. 
Q.EoI) .. 
-THEOREM~ G' is a complete .. partially ordered set .. 
PROOF~ First I show that G' is partially ordered. 
It is trivial that G' is transitive and reflexive. Thus~ ·it 
only remains to show that it is anti-symmetric. Let 
[A,B] S [C,D] and [C,D] ~ [A,B]. Then., by definition, 
ACC and CCA. Thus A = C. By the lemma on the previous j 
page, DCB and BCD. Thus B = D. Therefore, [A.,BJ = [C.,D]. 
Thus G' is partially ordered. Next, let { [Ai,Bi]: iEL} 
be a collection of cuts that has an upper bound; that is, 
there exists a cut [E,F] such that [Ai,Bi] ~ [E,F] for all 
iEL. Let A and B be as in the above lemma. B ~$since 
Fc:B. for all iEL and therefore, Fc:B. I assert that l. 
[A,B] = lub{ [Ai,BrJ: iEL }· [A,B] is a cut, as was proved 
in the above lemma, and as was proved above, A1c.A., so [A,B] 
is an upper bound. Now let [A1 ,B1 ] S [C,D] for all iEL. 
. ·~ 
•',I ! • ( 
~ - .. \ 
·-·· -. •--~ ...... -·----·--.. --.·~·-"-·- '-·--·--· ·-
It.now.must be shown that [A,B] < [C,D]. Since [A.,B.] < [C,D] 
- 1 1 -
-for all iEL, DC Bi for all ·t. Thus DC id Bi'' 6r DCB. 
Therefore, [A,B] S. [C,D] and [A,B] is a least u})per bound. 
Q.E.D. 
For convenience, we shall write [A,B] = M, and write 
A=M1, B=Mr. 
DEFINITION~ a Let M, N be in G' . Define M+N to be the 
~ 
least upper bound of all cuts P such that b+dEPr for all 
bEMr and all dEN. 
. r 
DEFINITION: Define OEG' as follows: 01 - { aEG: a < -
-
and 0 == {bEG: r - 0 S, b}. 
THEOREM: With the above definition of addition, (G',+) 
is a group, if G is completely integrally closed. 
PROOF~ Each of the grot1:p postulates is considered in 
turn~ 
i) Closure: That addition is closed follows from the 
theorem on the previous page. 
o} 
ii) Identity: I assert that Oas defined above is an 
identity element in G'. Choose MEG' and let P = M+O. I will 
show that M ~ P and P ~ M, thus proving that M = P. First, 
let tEPr. That is, tEMr+p for all pEOr. In particular, 
tEMr+o, or tEMr. Thus, Prc:Mr' or M ~ P. Next, let uEMr. 
Then u+oEM +O. That is, u+o = u is a member of all sets con-
r r 
taining Mr+or. Therefore, uePr. Thus, MrCPr and P ~ M. 
Therefore, M = P and O is an identity element. 
iii) Existence of an inverse: Let MEG' .and define M' as 
follows: I assert that M-+M' = 0. 
' 
")' 
12. 
\ . 
-
·,--,-., ···,··r 
-·-
• 
First I establish that M' is a cut. 
.-aEMr, -bEM1 . Since Mis a cut, -b ~--a·. Therefore, a~ b. 
Thus, the first property of a cut is satisfied. For the second, 
let a I s. x for all a' EMi. Thus, -x <-a', or -x < a for all 
- -
The proof that the third 
,) 
,.. . 
property of a cut is satisfied by M' is similar to the proof 
for the second property and will be omitted. Thus, M' is a 
cut. 
M+M' is the smallest cut whose ''right side" contains 
a-b for all aEMr and all bEM1 . aEMr and bEM1 implies that 
That • l.S' 0 < M+M'. Now it must b,e· 
-
shown that M+M' < 0. This will be done by showing that 
(M+M') 1c o1 , and since G is completely integrally closed, 
it is sufficient to show that any element in (M+M') 1 has the 
set of its positive powers bounded. Induction is used. 
·Let xe (M+M') 1 . Then, by the first cut _proper·t_y, x ~- .Y 
{.o .. r.: :~:11 y in (M+M') r. 
Therefore, x ~ a+b for all aEMr, all bEM; (or -beMr) 
x-b ~ a, so x-bEM1 . 
-b < a-x 
- ' 
Therefore, x-b < a-x 
- ' 
or 2x < a+b .. 
Now assume that nx < a+b; 
-
Then nx-b ~ a so nx-bEMl. 
As above, a-xEMr. 
Therefore, nx-b < a-x, or 
-
(n+l)x < a+b. 
-
-
Thus, by choosing some aeMr and some beM;. nx is shown to be 
.:Alw ./)-1-.- . l . -' ' 
' .... ~-
bounded. Thus, x SO so (M+M') 1co1 and M+M' S 0. There-
fore, M+M• = 0. 
iv) Associativity: Let M, N, P be 4 cuts and let 
xE[(M+N)+rJ . Then, there exists gE(M+N). and cEP such that r . ~-. r r 
g+c S x. But gE(M+N)r implies that there exist aEMr, bENr 
such that a+b S g. Thus, (a+b)+c ~ x, but since G itself is 
14~ 
a group, a+(b+c) ~ x. Thus, xE[M+(N+P)]r' or M+(N+P) ~ (M+N)+P. 
The reverse inequality is proved in a similar manner and will 
not be includedo Thus, M+(N+P) = (M+N)+P. 
The proof that + is associative completes the- p:roof· that 
(G w ,+) is a gro~p. 
If G is commu:t-a·t··i·ve, it is re'.la:t.i.v--ely .. ¢a.s.y to s_how ·tha-t: 
G' is also.~ 
To each element ae·G;, assign the cut AeG·' th,at· :is de;f-ine·d .. 
as follows: A1 = {x: x S a} · and Ar = {y: a Sy}-
THEOREM~ Using the above technique, G can be embedded in 
G 8 , preserving both order and group structure. 
PROOF: {x: X S b}; Let a, b be in G and let a s b. Then {x: X s a}c Thus, if a-+ A and b-+ B, A < B, so order is preserved. 
-
·That OEG is mapped into OEG' is obvious from the definition 
of 0. Thirdly, it is necessary to show that if aEG is mapped 
into AEG', the_n -a is mapped into -A. To show this, we 
examine the following equalities: (-A)r = -(A1) = -{x: x S. a.J 
= {-x: x Sa}= {y: -y Sa}= {y: -a SY}_= -(Ar). · 
Similarly, (-A) 1 =-(Ar)= 
{x: a S -x} = {x: x S -a} 
if a is mapped into A and 
-{y: a Sy}= {-y: a Sy}= 
= - (A1). Finally, it \s shown that 
bis mapped into B, then a+b is 
mapped into· A+B. Let A+B = C. I show that C = {x: a+b < xf1 r - • 
'--.. ~-· 
··-· , ... 
. I 
Now C is the smallest cut such that Cr contains {x+y: xEAr' · 
yEBr}· Therefore, a+b .$. x implies that xECr. Thus 
{x: a+b ~ x}c:cr. Conversely, let xECr. Then there ~xist 
(',Y, z such that a~ y, b ~ z and y+z ~ x. Thus, a+b .$. x. 
Therefore, Crc{x: a+b ~ x}. Combining these two results 
gives Cr = {x~ a+b .$. x}, proving that a+b is mapp1ed into 
A+B. 
It is relatively easy to show ~:.hc1.t order i·s translation-
invariant in G', and a proof will not be given here. 
Since the group G' is complete, it is certainly a 
lattice. Thus, if G is a partially ordered, completely 
integrally closed group, it can be embedded in a lattice-
or.der·ed group in such a way that both order and the group 
,bp:erations are pres-erved. 
•·' .. 
. . 
15. 
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I COMMUTATIVE 
.. 
LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS 
A commutative groµp G is a lattice-orderedgroup if 
the set of elements of G has a partial order which makes 
i·t a lattice and which is translation invariant. .. 
LEMMA: If x Sy, then -y ~ -x. 
PROOF: Since Sis 5translation invariant, ~y ~ 
~~ + X + (-y) S -X + y + (-y) = -X. 
LEMM..t\: For any a, b, c in G." a + (bVc) = (a + b)V (a + c) 
and a+ (bAc) =(a+ b)A(a + c). 
PROOF: ~Only the first equation will be proved. The 
proof of the second is similar. First, a+ b ~a+ (bVc) 
and a + c < a + (bVc). Therefore, (a + b)V(a + c) < a +· {bVc) 
-
.-
On the other hand, since a+ b <·(a+ b)V(a + c), 
- .• 
16 . 
b S (a+ b)V(a + c) - a, and s!milarly, c ~(a+ b)V(a + c) - a. 
Thus bVc < (a + b)V (a + c). ---- a :an-d a + (bVc) < 
-
-
(a + b) V (~- + c). Combining th·ese two inequali tie,s: gives 
a.+ (bVc) =(a+ b)V(a + c). 
LEMMA: -(aVb) = (-a)A(-b) and -(aAb) = (-a)V{-b). 
PROOF: Again, only the proof of the first equation 
will be given. Now a< aVb, so by the first lemma on this 
-
page, -(aVb) ~ -a. 
-(aVb) < (-a)A(-b) . 
-
9 
.Similarly, -(aVb) ~ -b. Therefore~ 
On the other hand, (-a)A(-b) < -a 
-
and therefor~, a~ ~[(-a)A(-b)]. Similarly, b ~ -[(-a)A(-b)]. 
, ... , ' 
Thus aVb .$_ -[(-a)A(-b)], and again by the first lemma, 
(-a)A(-b) < -(aVb). 
-
Combining these results gives 
-(aVb) = (-a)A(-b). 
C 
' .. 
,1,, 
' ... 
• - •-•····~..-- - A 
-·LEMMA: For ali a, b in G, a + b = (a/\b) + (aVb). 
PROOF: For any a, b, c, d in G, a - (b/\c) + d = 
,···· 
I 
-a·+ [(-b)V(-o)] + d.= (a - b)V(a - c) + d = 1 (a·- b + d)V 
(a - c + d). Setting c = a and d = b gives a - (a/\b) + b = 
aVb. Thus, a+ b = (aVb) + (aAb). 
DEFINITION: For any aeG, define~= aVO, a-= aAO 
and lar = aV(-a). 
I notice that a= a+ 0 = (aVO) + (aAO) 
THEOREM: If 2a > 0, then a> 0. 
- -
--
+ -
= a + a . 
PROOF~ 2(aAO) = (aAO) + (aAO) =[a+ (aAO)]A(aAO), by 
the second lemma on the previous page. This is in turn equal 
to 2aAaAaAO = (2aAO)A(aAO). But since 2a > O, 2aAO = O. 
-
Thus 2(aAO) = QA(aAO) = aAO. That is, (aAO) + (aAO) = (aAO), 
:o:r;. aAO = O. Since a > aAO, a> 0. 
- -
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM: For any aeG, lal k 0. 
PROOF~ 2[aV(-a)] = aV(-a) + aV(-a) = aV{-a) - [aA(-a)]. 
However, aA{-a) _$.a~ aV(-a), so aV(-a) - [aA(-a)] L 0. 
That is, 2laV(-a)] L 0. Hence, by the previous theo.r·_ern., 
aV(-a) > 0, or lal > 0; 
- .. --
Q E ·o ·: ·. . -. ... ' ... ·~· . ·. ' 
LEMMA: ' + For any aeG, I a I = a - a - . 
PROOF: a+ - a-= (aVO) - {aAQ) =(aVO) + {-aVO) = 
1[a + (-aVO)]V(-aVO) = OVaV(-a)VO = [aV(-a)]VO = lalVO. 
. + But lal L 0, so lalVO = la I- Thus, a - a-= lal. 
THEOREM: For any a, b in G, la Vb I ~ la IV I b I. 
PROOF: Since a ~ I a I and bt . $. I b I, a Vb ~ I a IV I b j • 
Also, -since I-al= lal and I-bl= lbl, (-a)A(-b) ~ falVlbl. 
17. 
.. 
. •lo-. 
;:: 
' 
I 
'I 
I j 
11a 1 
I 
I 
18. 
That is, -(aVb) ~ lafV'fbf. Since faVbl = [(aVb)]V[-·(aVb)], 
we are left with the 1result laVb I .$. la IV·fb 1-
_Q. E. D ~ 
LEMMA: If lal = 0, then a= 0. 
PROOF: If lal = 0, then by the previous lemma, a+= a-. 
That • 1. s' aVO = aAO; Thus a< aVO = 
-
aAO < 0 and O < aVO = 
- -
aAO < a. Thus, a= 0. 
LEMMA: For any a, bin G, lalVlbl < lal + lbf. 
-
PROOF: By the first lemma on page 17, lal + lbl = 
1· a I V I b I + I a I A I b I . That i s , I ~ I V I b I = I a I + I b I - ( I a I A I b I ) .$. 
lal + lbl. 
THEOREM: lb + c I ~ lb I + le I (the triangle inequality). 
PROOF: (jbj + jcf)Vfb +cl= [(bV-b) + (cV-c)]Vfb +cl= 
{((~V-b) + c)V((bV-b) -c)]V[(b + c)V-(b + c)] = 
{(b + c)V{-b + c)V(b-c)V-{b + c) ]V({b + c)V-{b + c)] = 
(b + c)V(-b + c)V(b - c)V-(b + c) = [(b + c)V(-b + c)]V 
[-(b + c)V(b - c)] = [c + (bV-b)]V[-c + {bV-b)] = 
:(c + fbj)V(-c + lbl) = fbf + (cV-c) = .lbl + lcf. 
That is , ( I b I + I c I ) V I b + c I = I b I + I c I . or I b + c I < I b I + I c l 0 
- . 
Q. E. D. 
DEFINITION: Let G'cG. G' is an 1-ideal in Giff 
i) G' is a subgroup of G 
ii) if aeG' and beG such that lbl .$. fal, then 
beG'. 
LEMMA: If G' is an 1-ideal in G, then G' is a lattice-
ordered group. 
PROOF: Since G' is a subgroup of G, it is only necessary· 
to prove that a, bin G' implies aVbeG'. First, it should 
~ ........ ,, {,;.,,. 
be noticed that for any aeG, I lal I = .I.al, so if aeG', then 
laleG' also 1 (also, since lal S lal, laleG' implies a~G' als~).-
---
Thus, by the second lemma on page 18, if a, bin G', ' since 
I a I V.1 b J .$. I a I + I b I, I a IV I b I is in G' . But I a Vb I ~ I a IV I b I, 
so jaVbl and hence aVb is in G'. 
DEFINITION: Let G1 and G2 be lattice-o~dered groups. 
"-An 1-homomorphism h:G1~c2 is a group homorno~phism that 
:p·r_e·s-erves lattice operations. 
THEOREM: Let h:G1 ~ G2 be an 1-homomorphism arid 1:e-t 
~ • ker h. Then Gi is an 1-ideal. 
PROOF: Clearly Gi is a subgroup of G1 . Thus, it is 
only necessary to show that if aeGi and lbl S la.I, then 
19. 
beGi· Let aeGi, Then since Gi is a group, -a is in Gi· .~ 
:h(]:-a I) = h(aV-a) = h(a) Vh(-a) = OVO = 0. Therefore, 
aeGi implies I a I eGi. Now let beG such that I b I ~ I a I . 
Since O _$. lbl, 0 ~ h(lbl) .$. h(lal) = 6. Thus h(lbl) = 0, 
so lb ieGi, By the comment above, beG{ also. 
Q.E.D. 
Two more important result·s w·ill .b.e. state-0. without. 
proof, due to the fact that their proofs are inordinately 
long for the scope of this paper. 
'DHEOREM~ Any_ 1-group is a distributive lattice.: 
THEOREM: In any 1-group, I (aVb) - (cVb) I .$. la - c j. 
,,., 
( 
· [4, pp, 219, 220] 
-~ . 
MAXIMALITY OF KERNELS 
ASL-IDEALS 
-----
LEMMA: Let H be a simply order.ed, completely 
integrally closed group. Then each positive element is 
Archimedean. That is, for all beH, if a> 0. then there 
exists a positive integer n such that b ~ na. 
PROOF: Let a> 0 and choose bEH. Since His 
completely integrally closed, a does not have the set of 
its positive powers bounded. That is, there exists an n 
such that-na i. b. But since His simply ordered, that 
implies that b < na. 
LEMMA~ If His a simply ordered completely integrally 
•· 
closed group, then H has no proper 1-ideals. 
PROOF: Let H' be an 1-ideal in H such that H' / { 0 }· 
Thus there exists an aeH' such that a> O. Let b be an 
arbitrary element in H. Then by the above lemma, there is 
.an n such that ·lbl ~na. SinceH' is an 1-ideal,- lblEH'. 
By the -c~mment on the top of page 19, beH' also. Thus, 
since b was ar~itrary, H' = H. 
Now let R' = im h, where his a lattice homomorphism 
from G into the real line R. Assume that R' / { 0 } . 
Since R' is a subset of the real line, R' is completely 
integrally closed. Let G' = ker h. 
THEOREM: Let G" be an 1-ideal of G such that G";:, GI 
- 'I G" f G' . Then h[G"] • an .l~ideal._of:R.'. ana l.S 
PROOF: First it must be shown that h [ G ''] i.s a sub-
-.q:. 
1group of R': 
• 
\ 
,..._, 
. ___.. 
~ ;_. r1'''·. 
- - - -~ .. 
i) Closure: Let a, '3 be in h[G"]. ·'That is, there 
exist a, b in G" such that h(a) = a and ti{b)- = t3. Since 
<t • -
G" is an 1-ideal, (a+ b)EG", so h(a + b)_ = h(a) + h(b) = 
G:t- + 13) Eh[G"]. 
ii) Existence of an inverse: Let aEh[G"]. That is, 
there exists aEG'' such that h(a) = a. But aEG" implies 
-aEG". h(-a) = -h(a) - -a , so -aEh[G"]. 
iii) Existence of identity: OEG". Therefore, h(O) = 
0Eh [ G"] . 
iv) Associativity~ ·h[G"-]. ts a sub·set of th~) real 
line .. Since the r~al line ·is· a~.sociative, ·it is obvious 
that h[G"J is also. 
Thus h [ G"] is a subgroup of R' . 
(l 
Now it must be proved 
that if aEh[G''] and f,eR' suc.h that l~I _$. lal, then t,Eh[G"]. 
Let h(a) = a and h(b) = t,. Since his a lattice homo-
._ 
morphism, h{lal) = lal and h{lbl) = lf31. Now llalAlb·l.'I = 
• 
lal/\fbl and lalAlbl .$. lal, so since G" is an 1-ideai; 
I a I /\ I bj € G" 0 Thus h ( I a I A I b I ) Eh [ G" ] e But h (_La.I A rb I ) = 
h ( I a I ) /\ h ( I b I ) = I a I A I '3 I . But I f3 I ~ I a I and since R ' is 
s imp 1 y or d ~red, I a I /\ I f3 I = · I f3 I . Thus , h ( I a I /\ I b I ) = I f3 I , 
so ,~ I Eh [G"]. But since RI is simply ordered, It=> I '. equals 
either t:> or-~, and since h[G"],,,is a group, t3eh[G"]. 
Thus h[G"] is an 1-ideal of R'. 
<t~ E. D. 
THEOREM: G' is a maximal 1-ideal. 
~-
PROOF~ Assume that G" is a proper 1-ideal properly 
containing G'. Then h[G''] is an 1-ideal in R' and h[G"] :/, 
21 . 
-~-
•. 
···.'. 
. .. --·--.--~-··· ······-,-.·-··--·· . .,.. ,,. 
1J. 
\ 
{ 0 }· But since a completely integrally closed simply 
ordered group has no proper ideals, h[G''] = R', or G" = G. 
Thus G" is not a proper 1-ideal, so G' is maximal. 
Q.E.D . 
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LATTICE-ORDERED GROUPS WITH 
NO PROPER L-IDEALS 
LEMMA: Let G be a lattice-ordered group. For any 
I 
a, b, c in G, if aAb = 0 and aAc = 0, then aA(b + c) = 0. 
PROOF: Since a >, al\b, b > aAb, and c > a/\c, a > 0 .. , 
- - - -
b > 0, and c > 0. Thus b + c > 0 and aA(b + c) > 0. 
- - - -
Also, 6 = aAb + aAc = [(a~b) + a]A[(aAb) + c] = 
(a+ a)A(a + b)A(a + c)A(b + c). Since a, b, and care 
all greater than or equal to zero, a+ a 2 a, a+ c La, 
and a + b > a. 
-
Thus, the above expression is greater than 
or equal to aAaAaA(b + c) = aA(b + c). 
Thus aA(b + c) = 0. 
Thus, 0 > aA(b + c). 
-
DEFINITION: If a, bare in G, a and bare said to be 
disjoint iff aAb = 0. 
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LEMMA F G + d - d. . . N t - ( -) _____ : or any ae, a an -a are isJoint. o e, -a = - a o 
PROOF: By the first lemma on page 17, a+ - a-= 
a+A(-a-) + a+V(-a-) = a+A(-a-) + (aVOV-aVO) = ~+.A(-a-) + jajVO 
+ -
= a A(-a) + laf. But by the second lemma on page 17, 
a+ - a-= lal. Therefore, lal = a+A(-a-) + ,Jal, so 
a+A(-a-) = 0. That is, a+ and -a- are disjoint. 
DEFINITION: For any aeG such that O ~ a, define 
Ia= {b: lbl ~ na for some positive integer n}, 
LEMMA: Ia i·s an 1-idea! for ". ·a :L O in G. 
PROOF: Let bela and let ceG such that !cl~ lbJ. 
Since beia, there exists n such that ·lbl ~ na. _Therefore, 
lcl ~ na, so cela. 
Now to show Ia an 1-ideal, it is only necessary to show 
I , 
.• , I 
~ 
'-
that Ia is a subgroup of G. First, Oeia sinie IOI = 0 and 
0 .$. a by hyp·othesis. Secondly, cEla implies -eel a since 
le I = 1-c f. ·Ia is transitive, since lac G and G is transi-
tiv.e. Ia is closed under addition, for if beia, ceia, then 
there exist integers m, n such that lbl ~ ma, lcl ~ na. Then 
··' 
by the triangle inequality, fb +cl.$. fbf + lcl ~ (m + n)a. 
Thus, (b + c)eia and Ia is an 1-ideal. 
-
THEOREM: If G is a lattice-ordered group with no 
proper 1-ideals, then G is simply ordered. 
PROOF: Assume G is not simply ordered. Then there 
exists aEG such that neither a < 0 or a > 0 holds. Then 
- -
a+> 0 - + and -a > o. To prove this, assume a = o. Then, 
• a++ - - contradiction. < 0, which • since a = a a - a is a 
' -
Thus, • + 0 and + a+> 0. The proof that since a > a .j./~ 0, 
-
-
-a > 0 is similar. For convenience, let b = a+ and 
-
- Then bAc = 0 by the first lemma on the previous C = -a o 
page. I will now prove that b/\nc = 0 for all positive 
integers n. Since b > o··;--and c > 6, 2c -> 0, so bA2c > 0. 
-
Now let x be any lower bound for band 2c. That is, 
x <band x < 2c. Sintet > 0, x - c <band x - c < c. 
., - -
- -
-
Therefore, x ~ c 1• That is, any Thus x - c < bAc = 0. 
lower bound for band 2c is also a lower bound for band c. 
Since bAc = 0, any lower bound for band c is less than 
or equal to 0. Thus x ~ O., Since x was any low~r bound 
for band 2c, it follows that bA2c < O. 
-
Thus, bA2c = 0. 
-~. 
It is readily proved.that ~iven bt\nc = 0, then bA(n + !)c = 0 
also, using the same type o) argument as above. Therefore, 
bAnc = 0 for all positive integers n. 
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The sam~_~r~ument leads to the fact that mbAnc = 0 
for all positive integers m, n. 
j 
Since G has ·no proper ideals by hypothesis, lb= I~= G, 
since both lb and Ic are .. 1-ideals and lb I ~' Ic I~. 
Now choose dEG such that d / 0. Then since deG, 
dEib amd dE!c. Thus there exist· positive integers m, n 
such that ldl ~ mb and Id!~ nc. Then ldl ~ mbAnc = 0, 
----
so ldl = 0. That implies that d = 0, which is a contra-
diction:!' Therefore, G is simply ordered. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM: If G is a. simply-ordered c9mpl·etely integrally 
closed group, then there is a subgroup R' of the additive 
group of reals and an order-preserving isomorphism h from 
G into R'. 
PROOF: Fix eeG such that e > 0. For any aeG, define 
two sets of rationals, U(a) and L(a), as follows: 
m/n eU{a) <=> na < me 
-
m./n eL(a) <=> me < na. 
In the above definition and in·the rest of the theorem, -n 
shall always be considered to be greater ·than or equal to __ 0. 
I will show that L(a) and U{a) form a Dedekind cut in 
the rationals, thus uniquely determining a real number. 
First, U{a) and L(a) contain all. the rationals, for 
let m/n be an arbitrary rational number. Then since G is 
simply ordered, either na < me or me< .na; 
-
m/n that • l.S' 
is either in ij(a) or in L(a). 
Secondly, U{a) and L(a) are disjoint. For a rational, 
m/n, to be in both would imply .that na ~ me and na > me 
'• 
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simultaneously, r~hich is impossible. 
Thirdly, U(a~_and L(a) are non-empty. That U(a) con-
tains at least one element is proved as follows: Since e 
is a positive element and G is simply ordered and~ompletely 
integrally closed, e is Archimedean. This follows from the 
fact that since it does not have the set of its positive 
powers bounded, it must ,eventually be greater than any given 
element. Thus, given any aEG, there exists an m such that 
, 
a < me. Therefore, m/1 eU(a). To show that :L(a) ·is non-
empty two cases are considered: 
. Case 1: 
---
a> 0. Since a is po~itive, it is Archimedean 
in G. Therefore, there exists n .s·.uch that e < na.. Then 
1/neL(a)o 
Case 2~ 
---
a< 0. 
-
then a> -me, so -mEL(a). 
Fourthly, if m/neU (a) and m' /n' L m/n., ·then mn' _$. m' n. 
Now m/neU(a) implies that na < me. Then nn'a < mn'e (n' can 
- -
always be chosen to be positive). But mn' < m'n. Therefore, 
nn 'a < m' ne. 
-
Since n cari always be chosen to be positive, 
n'a .$. m'e. That is, m'/n' EU(a). The proof that if 
p/qEL(a) and p '/q' ~ p/q, then p '/q' EL(a) is similar ·an-cf 
will not be presented here. 
Thus, each element aeG determines a D~ekind cut in the 
rationals and t h11 c, ~ot-o.,,..'"'.; no o a .&. & ....._ 0 "4 '-" I.,. ~ .I. I.I.I.&. I. I.~ 0 ..... • 11n, n110 
..... ,I, ... ""- "'1 - - ~e~l number= Let this 
number be called h(a). 
It is now necessary to prove that h:G-+- R' is an order-
' preserving homomorphism, where R' is the image of Gunder h. 
Let a, b be in G such that a< b. 
-
Now, h(a) < h(b) <=> 
-
26. 
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L(a)c: L(b). Let m/neL (a). That is, me < na. If a< b, 
-
then na· < nb for n > O. 
-
so L(a)C L(b). That • is, 
Therefore, me< nb, or m/nEL(b), 
h(a) < h(b), so his order-
-
preserving. Now it is necessary to show that h preserves 
sums. That is, h(a + b) = h(a) + h(b). It will be suf-
ficient to show that L(a) + L(b) = L(a + b). First, let 
m/nEL(a) and p/qEL(b). Then me< na and pe < qb. Since 
both n and q are positive, mqe < nqa and pne < nqb. · Adding 
these two inequalities gives (mq + pn)e < nq(a + b). That 
is, (mq + pn)/nqEL(a + b). But (mq + pn)/nq = m/n + p/q. 
Thus L(a) + L(b)C: L(a + b). That is, .h(a) + h(b) < h(a + b). 
-
Next chooser/sand p/q such that r/s~(a) and p/q~(b). 
That is, re~ sa and pe L qb. Since both sand q are 
positive, this may be wi;itten as. rqe ~ sqa and pse 2:_ sqb. 
Adding these two inequalities: gives (rq + ps) e ~ sq (a + b). 
Thus, {rq + ys) /sq~(a + b). But (rq + ps) /sq = r/s + p/qi.~ 
/ 
so r/s + p/q ( L(a + b). Therefore, L(a + b)c L(a) + L(b).. 
Combining these two results gives L(a) + L{b) = L(a + b)·, 
' or h(a) + h(b) = h{a + b). 
Finally, it must be shown. that ·h(O) = 0. 0 is rep-
resented as the Dedekind cut· whose ''left side" is the set 
{m/n: m < o}. Let m)n < 0.. Then me < no = 0, since e > O. 
Thus m/nEL(O), or {m/n: m < o}cL(O). Next let m/nEL(O). 
That is, me< nO = 0. But since e > 0, m must be negative, 
so m/nE{m/n: rn < oJ .. Thlls L(o)c{m/n: rn < o}, and there-
fore, L(O) = {m/n: m < o}. Thus h(O) = 0 and his a 
homomorphism. 
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The final step in proving the theorem is showing that 
his one-to-one. Assume that there exist a, bin G such 
that a~ b but h(a) = h(b). Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that a< band O < a. (If the latt·er is not 
the case, translation by 9 sufficiently large element will 
make it so). Now choose a ppsitive integer n such that 
e < na and 2e < n(b - a). This is always possible since 
G is simply ordered and therefore every positive element 
is Archimedean. Since nb - na > 2e, there exists a 
positive integer r such that na ~re< nb. Then r/nEL(b) 
and r/nEU(a), so h{a) ~ h(b). This is tradiction, so 
his one-to-oneo Therefore his an isomorph·sm. 
;,...·. 
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QUOTIENT GROUPS 
-
Let L be a maximal 1-ideal of G, where G is a lattice-
ordered group. Consider the factor:group G/L = {L + g: gEG} 
with the ordering F ~ L <=> there exists feF such that£:~ 0. 
THEOREM: With the above order, G/L is a partially 
ordered additive group.·: 
PROOF: First I show that G/L is an additive _group. 
i) Closure: Let~+ g)EG/L and (L + h)EG/L. Then 
29. 
(L + g) + (L + h) = (L + L) + (g + h). But since Lis an 1-
ideal, L + L = L. Therefore, (L + g) + (L + h) = L + (g + h). 
Since g +his in G, L +(gt h) is in G/L. Therefore 
G/L is closed under addition. 
ii) Transitivity: [(L + g) + (L + h)] + (L + i) = 
[L + (g + h)] + (L + i) = L + [(g + h) + iJ = L + .[g + (h + i)] 
' 
= (L + g) + [L + (h + i)'J = {L + g) =[(L + h)_+ (L + i)] 
/ 
iii) Existence of an identity: (L + 0) + (L + g) = 
L + (0 + g) = L + g for all gin G. Thus L + 0 is an 
additive identity~ where O is the identity in G. 
iv) Existence of an inverse: Let L + g be in G/L. 
Then (L + g) + (L + -g) = L + (g - g) = L + 0. Therefore 
L +(-g)is the inverse of L + g._ 
Thus q;t is an additive group. 
Next I show that the given·order is a partial order. 
i)· Transitivity: tet A, B, and C be in G/L and let 
A~ B, B ~ C. That is, if A= L + ~, B = L + b, and C = .· 
• i + c, the_n L + (b - a) and 1· + (c - b). both contain 
elements greater than or equal to zero. Let lEL such that 
" 
• 
, 
. I , 
\, 
h . 
.. 
,;' 
.... 
•:l 
. : 
1 + b - a> 0 and let mEL such that m + c - b > 0. Then 
- -
1 + m + c - a> 0. But 1 +mis in L 
-
Therefore, L + (c - a) 
·,, 
contains a term greater than ot equal to zero, so by defin-
ition of the order, C - A> 0 or C > A. 
- -
ii) Reflexivity: Let A= L + a be in G/L. Then 
A - A= (L + a) - (L +a)= L +(a-a)= L. Since Lis 
an 1-ideal, OEL and O < O. Thus A - A> 0. or A< A. 
- - -
iii) Anti-symmetricity: Let A, B be in G/L such that 
A < B and B < A. Let A= L + a and B = L + b. Showing 
A= Bis equivalent to proving that given any lEL, there 
exists an mEL such that 1 +a= m + b. 
• 
Since A -B'> 0, 
-
.. 
there exists l'eL such that 1' + a - b > 0. Since B - A> 0 
- -
(or A - B < 0) there exists m'EL such that m' + a - b < 0. 
- -
The problem is now, given l + ·a--= ref+ ·b, where leL, 
prove that meL; that is, prove that 1 + a - bis in L. 
As shown above, l' > b -· a and -m' > a - b. Thus 
- -
1 V -m L I a - b I , and 11 V -m I L I a - b I . But . I .l V -m I ~ 11 IV I m.1 ~ 
Lll + 1ml = I Ill+ 1ml I. Thus $ince ll I+ lmf'· is in L, so 
is llV-mf. Then, la - bleL also, and since Lis an 1-ideal, 
a - bis also. Therefore, m = 1 + a - bis in L, thus 
proving anti-symmetricity. Thus, G/L is partially ordered. 
G/L is also lattice-ordered, which is proved as follows: 
Let A·= L + a and let B = L + b. Since G is lattice-ordered, 
•, 
aVb exists, and clearly, L + (aVb) LL+ a, L + (aVb) LL+ b. 
Now let C ~ L + c be greater than·both A and B. That is, 
there exist 1, min L such that 1 + c - a> 0 and 
. -
m + c - b > 0. That is, 1 + c > a and m + c > b, so 
- - -
. ,,., 
.. 
(1 + c)V(m + c) ~ aVb. That is, c + (lVm) L aVb. As proven 
,-' ,, 
-
on the previous page, lVmeL, soc+ (lVm) L aVb implies 
-
that (L + c) L (L + aVb). 1hus L + aVb is the least 
.. 
upper bound of A and B. The proof that L + aAb is the 
. · 
greatest lower bound is similar. 
Q.E.D. 
Assume the quotient group G/L contains a proper 1-
ideal. Call it I. E = {1 + a: a is in a proper subset 
of G}; .,.. Let H be the union. of all the co sets in ~. That 
is, H = {1 + a: (1 + a)EF for some.~E~}· 
LEMMA~ Lei He:: G and L :/ H, H :/ G. 
PROOF: Since~ is an ideal, L, the zero element of 
G/L is in ~- Therefore, Le::: H. That L :/ H comes from the 
fact that there exists FeG/L such that FE~ and F :/ L (Z 
is a proper ideal). Thus, there exists aeG such that 
F = L + a and a~. Therefore, since Fe~, 0 +a= aeH. 
Since a~, L -/ H:. It is trivial that HcG. 
is(proper, there exists EEG/L such that Et~. 
Since~ 
That • 1. s' 
there is bEG s·uch that (L + b)i'k· Therefore, 0 + b = b~. 
Therefore, H I G .. 
THEOREM: G/L has no proper 1-ideals. 
PROOF: The proof will proceed by showing that His 
an 1-ideal, which will contradict the statement at the 
beginning of the chapter that L was a maximal 1-ideal (for 
by, the previous lemma, His a proper subset of G properly 
containing L). 
First I prove that His a group: 
I 
-.,; .. , .,._''.!:•,1-'."'.'.'~.'.I'·',"~ -·--··-·-·· 
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i) Transitivity: Since HcG and G is 
transiti_ve law holds for H. 
group, the 
ii) Closure: Let aeH and beH. That is, (L + a) and 
(L + b) are in~- Then, since~ is an 1-ideal, (L +(a+ b)) 
is in ~o Therefore, 0 +(a+ b) =(a+ b)EH, .so His 
closed under addition. 
iii) Existence of an • inverse: Let aEH. Then L + a 
is in Z which implies that L - a is in~ also. Then . 
0 + -a = -aeHQ 
iv) Existence of an identity: OeH since LEL. 
Thus, H is a group. It remains to be shown that :if 
aeH and beG such that .1~1 ~ Jal, then beH. 
Let a and b be as above. Then L + lbl ~ L + fal, since 
L + (Jal -1bl) contains an element greater than or equal 
to zero, namely lal - lbl. But IL+ al= (L + a)V(L.- a) 
= L + (aV-a) = L + lal. Similarly, IL+ bl = L + lbl. 
Thus, IL+ bl <IL+ al. Now aeH implies that L + a is 
-
in~. Since~ is an 1-ideal, (L + a)EL => IL+ aleL => 
IL+ hie~=> (L + b)e~ => beH. Thus His a proper 1-
ideal in G; This is a contradiction. Therefore, there 
\are no proper 1-ideals in G/L. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, by the theorem on page Z 4, G/L is simply 
I 
. ordered. Since .c·omplete·· integral closure of, G implies com-
plete integral closure of G/L, if G is completely integrally 
' 
closed, then. by the theorem on page 25, G/L is isomor-
phic with a subgroup of the real line. Thus L determines 
i· 
·" j 
.,. 
.~. 
. I 
a mapping from G into the real line as follows. Each a 
in G is mapped into a certain coset L + a of G/i.,, and 
.. Since G/L·is isomorphic with a subgroup of the real line, 
that coset is associated with a unique real number. Thus 
aEG can be said to be mapped into this number. 
,. 
I ,. 
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SEPARATION { 
I 
l .. J • 
A set of functions from G to the real line is said 
to be separating if given any two elements a, bin G such 
that a :/ b, there exists .. -al·functioir f· in the· set such ·that 
f(a) i f(b). 
Since the functions developed in the last chapter can 
be re·presented by x~ L + x· ~ R, it is seen that two ele-
ments of Gare mapped into the same real number only if 
they are in the same coset of some maximal ideal. T~us, 
if a, bare in G and aE(L + x) where Lis a maximal ideal, 
if L is to be the ''progenitor" of a function that separ-
ates a and b, then it is necessary that bt(L + x). 
LEMMA~ If aE(L + x), then bE(L + x) <=> (a - b)EL. 
- PROOF~ ''=>" Let bE(L + x). That • b=m+ x for 1S, 
some mEL. Since aE(L + x), a = n + x for some nEL. 
Therefore, a 
- b = (n + x) - (m + x) = n - m. Since L 
• subgroup of G, • in L. Therefore, (a - b)EL. 1S a n - m 1s 
"<=" If (a - b) EL, then (b - a) EL since L is a group. 
Therefore, bE(L + a), orb= 1 + a for some lEL. But 
a= n + x for some neL. Therefore, b = 1 + (n + x) = 
(1 + n) + x. But since 1 + n is in L, bE(L + x)~ 
Thus the problem of showing whether or not the functions 
generated by the maximal ideals of Gare separating is 
equivalent to showing that given any element of G, there 
exists a maximal 1-ideal not containing it. 
The following discussion will verify that the functions 
so generat~d are ~eparating functions . 
. -..... ,. 
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Let G be a torsion-free Abelian gro·up and consider , 
the ordered pairs, (x,n), where xEG and n is an integer 
such that n > 0. 
DEFINITION: (x,n) ~ (y,m) <=> mx = ny. 
LEMMA: ",y\is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF: -1) Reflexivity: (x,n) '"v (x,n) for nx = fix. 
ii) Symmetricity: {~,n) '"v {y,m) => mx = ny 
=> ny = mx => {y,m) '\J (x,n). 
iii) Transitivity: Let (x,n) '"v (y,m), (y,m) '"v 
(z,p)D Then mx = ny and py = niz. Since both p and n are 
greater than zero, pmx = pny and pny = mnz. Thus pmx = mn:z, 
35~ 
rand px = nz. Thus, {x,n) '"v {z,p). ~ 
Let x/n represent the equivalence class containing 
(x,n)o 
LEMMA: x/n = y/m <=> mx = ny. 
PROOF: Since any two equivalence classes either 
coincide or are disjoint, it is enough to show that 
x/n = y/m if and only if an element of one is equivalent 
to an element of the other. But since all elements of 
.. 
x/n are equivalent to (x,n) and all elements of y/m are 
equivalent ot {y,m), the lemma can be proved simply·by 
proving that x/n = y /m iff (x, n) rv (y, m). But by the -
above definition, {x,n) rv {y,m) <=> mx = ny. Therefore, 
x/n = y/m <=> mx = ny. 
., 
DEFINITION: For any rational number p/q and any xeG, 
define (p/q)x = (px)/q, where q is greater than zero by 
convention, ~nd if p < 0, then px = IPl(-x) by definition. 
···~---·-···_-'_,_.,.~~~···-' --·-, ... ·,.,._ ,' ·.··. '' . -·---· ·, -.. -· ... ··~--···,· ..... · ... ,..,~,'---··· 
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For convenience, (p/q)x will also be written as px/q. 
LEMMA: p/q = r/s => p~/q = rx/s. 
-, 
PROOF: p/q == r/s __ => ps = qr. Then psx = qrx. 
Then by the second lemma on th_e previous page, px/q = 
rx/s. 
- DEFINITION: x/m + y/n = {nx + my)/mn. 
THEOR~M:· L'et G' = {x/n: · xEG, nEZ+}. Then with the 
above definition of addition, G' is an Abelian group. 
PROOF: i) Closure: 
x/m + y /n = (nx + my) /mn. 
Let x/m, y/n be in G'. 
+ (nx + my)EG and mnEZ. 
(nx + my)/mnEG'. Thus G' is closed under addition. 
Then 
Thus 
36 . 
ii) Associativity: (x/m + y/n) + z/p = (nx + my)/mn + :_.z:/p 
= (npx +·mpy + mnz)/mnp = npx/mnp + (mpy + mnz)/mnp = 
x/m + (py + nz) /np = x/m + (y /n + z/p). 
iii) Cormnutativity: x/m + y/n = (nx + my)/mn = 
(my+ nx)/nm = y/n + x/m. 
I, . 
iv) Existence of an identity: I assert that 0/1 
is an ~dentity. x/m + 0/1 = (lx + Om)/l·m = (x + 0)/m = 
x/m. Notice that for all mEZ+, 0/1 .= 0/m for mo ==~ 1 (0) = 0. 
v) Existence of an inverse: I assert that the 
inverse of x/m is (-x)/m. x/m + (-x)/m = {~(-x) + mx)/m2 = 
(m(x + -x)) /m2 = m0/m2 = O/m2 ~ 0/1. 
Thus G' is an Abelian group. 
C 
Note that by the lemma 011__>he previous page that if 
- x/1 = y/1, then x = y. 
' 
THEOREM: The map ~:G-+G 1 defined by ~(x) = x/1 is 
an isomorphism from G into G'. 
,: 
I 
i'.I 
,, 
:., 
. ' . '. ·.-.,· .. , .. , . .,.-..-.... ·-
. . ~ 
PROOF: i) cp(O) = 0/1, the identity element f G', 
so the identity element is mapped· into -the identit·y element. 
-
ii) cp ( -x) = ( -x) /1 = • (x/1) . = -cp (x). Thus inverse·s 
are mapped into inverses. 
iii) cp(x + y) = {x * y)/1 = x/1 + y/1 = ~(x) + cp(y). 
T·~us addition is preserved. 
iv) By the note on the previoµs page, ~(x) = ~(y) 
implies that x = y. Thus~ is an isomorphism. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, G can be embedded in G' by identifying xEG with 
x/lEG' . 
DEFINITION: x/m _$. y/n <=> there exists an in .. tege.r 
1? > 0 such that pnx ~ pmy. 
THEOREM~ With the above definition. -c)'.f. ot(i:~:,;_, .i-£'. G 
is lattice-ordered, so is G'. 
PROOF: First I prove that G' is partially ordered: 
i) Transitivity: Let x/m, y/n, z/q be in G' and let 
x/m ~ y/n and y/n _$. z/q. Then there exist positive 
in~egers r, p such that rnx ~ rmy and pqy ~ pnz. Then, 
since rand pare positive, as_are m, n, and q, 
pqrnx ~ pqrmy and pqrmy _$. pnrmz. Thus pqrnx ~ pnrmz. 
This last inequality is true since G is partially ordered.· 
Now prn is a positive integer, so the last inequality 
can be wri~ten as (prn)qx ~ (prn)mz. 
definition, x/m ~ z/q. 
- 'G Thus, by the above 
I 
ii) Reflexivity: x/m ~ x/m for mx _$. mx for all m arid 
all x. (The positive integer used here is 1). 
' ' i 
Y:-',1'. -. ,,.-.,. -, 
{J· 
' 
.1 . 
iii) Let x/m .$. y /n and y /n ~. x/m. 
I 
Then there exist int~gers r, p greater than zero such that 
-
rnx ~ rmy and pmy ~ pnx. Therefore, rpnx ~ rpmy and 
rpmy < rpnx. 
-
Therefore, rpnx = rpmy. Therefore, 
rp (nx - m·y) =0. Now rp does not equal zero, and since G 
is torsion-free, nx - my= 0, or nx = my. Then, -by the 
second lemma on page .35, x/m = y/n. 
Thus G' is a partially ordered group. Ne-xt let 
x/m, y/n be in G' and let z = nxAmyo I assert that 
z/mn = x/mAy /n. Since z ~ nx, mz ~ mnx so z/mn ~ x/m. 
Similarly, since z ~ my, nz ~ mny, so z/mn .$. y/n. Thus 
z/mn is a lower bound for x/m and y/n. Now let w/p be 
a lower bound for x/m and y/n. Then there exist positive 
int~gers r, q such that rmw ~ rpx and qnw ~ qpy. Thus 
rmnw ~ rpnx and qmnw ~ qpmy. But/ z = nxAmy, so 
rmnw .$. rpz and qmnw ~ qpz. That is, rqmnw .$. rqpz, or 
w/p ~ z/mn. Thus z/mn = x/mAy/n. The proof that there 
exists a least upper bound for any two elements in G' is 
similar and will not be given here. 
Q.E.D. 
I notice at this point that if x, yin G such that 
x ~ y, ~h~n x/1 .$. y/1 in G', so order is not disturbed 
when G is embedded in G'. 
COROLLARY: If G is completely integrally closed, so 
is G'. 
' PROOF: Let x/m have\ the property that there exists 
y/n such that k(x/m) ~ y/n for all positive integers k. 
That is,. for all k, there exists some positive integer p 
38. ' . •' ' ! 'I 
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such that pknx ~ pmy. That is, pnx has the set of its posi-
tive powers bounded and therefore pnx ~ 0. Thus since p 
and n are positive integers, x ~ O. x ~--o- means x/m ~ 0/1, · 
so x/m ~ 0. 
COROLLARY: If e is an Archimedean element in G, then 
e/1 is an Archim~dean element in G'. 
PROOF~ Let x/meG'. Then since xeG, there exists a 
positive integer k su·c
1h that x ~ ke. Then since e > 0, 
X ( kme. That is, x/m ~ ke/1 = k{e/1). Thus e/1 is ~ 
-
Archimedean element. 
)-'4v 
DEFINITION': If r is a rational number, say r = s/t, 
define r(x/m) to be equal to sx/tm, where by convention, 
tis aiways positive. 
DEFINITION~ for any x/meG', define llx/mll = 
inf{r: rER', Ix/ml~ r(e/1)}, where e is a fixed Archi-
medean element in G, and R' is the set of rationals. 
THEOREM~ II· II, as defined above, is a norm for G'. 
PROOF~ First, since jyf LO in any lattice-ordered 
group, it is obvious that llx/mll ;~ 0 for all x/meG'. 
Secondly, it is clear that IIOII == 0, since IO I ~ r(e/1) 
for all positive rationals. Now choose x/meG' such that 
x/m ~ 0. Then fx/ml > 0. Now, if G is completely inte-
grally closed,. so is G', so there exists a positive inte-
ger k such that kfx/mf ~ e/1. For convenience, let 
fx/m! = y/n. Then, ky/n 2 e/1. That is, there exists 
an integer p such that pky ~ pne. p can be chosen large 
enough so that it is divisible by k. Then since 
pky ~ pne, py ~ (p/k)~e. Therefore, y/n ~ e/k. That is 
' I 
I I 
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Ix/ml L (l/k)e/1, so flx/mlJ L 1/k > 0. Thus x/m :/ 0 => 
l]x/mll > 0. 
~ Thirdly, let t be a rational number. Let r be a 
rational also such that r 2. llt(x/m)fl. ·That is, ft(x/m)I ~ 
r ( e/1) . , Let t = t 1/t2 and let, r = r 1/r 2, where t 1, t 2, 
t. 
r 1, and r 2 are integers. Without loss of generality, 
assume t > 0. Then since lt(x/m) I~ r(e/1), we have 
t 1 x/t2m ~ r 1 e/r2 and t 1 (-x) /t2m ~ r 1 e/r2 .. That is, there 
exist positive integers p and q such that t 1pr2x ~ t 2pr1me 
and t 1qr2(-x) ~ t 2qr1meG Multiplying the first of these 
inequalities by q and the second by p gives the result that 
Ix/ml ~ (t2r 1)~/t1r 2 . Thus llx/mll ~ r/t, or r L tllx/mll. 
Since it was assume that t > 0, (an allowable ass·umption, 
since llt(x/m)II = 11(-t)(x/m)lll r L ltlllx/mll, Therefore, 
f_.t. _f lJx/m JI ~ II t (x/m) jj. To prove. the reverse inequality, let 
rhea rational greater than °}~lllx/mll. That is, if ltl = 
t 1/t2 , then t 2r/t1 L llx/mll. This implies that x/m ~ 
.., 
t 2r 1e/t1r 2 and (-x)/m ~ t 2r 1e/t1r 2, where r = r 1/r2 . 
That is, there exist integers, p, q, such that r 2t 1px ~ 
t 2r 1pme and r 2t 1q(-x) ~ r 2t 1qme. Thus, t 1x/t2m ~ r 1e/r2 
and t 1(-x)/t2m ~ r 1e/r2 . Therefore, ft(x/m) I~ r(e/1). 
, There£ ore, II t (x/m) II ~ r, or JI t (x/m) 11 ~ ft I 11~/m II. Combining 
these inequalities gives ft f llx/m II = llt(x/m) IJ. 
Finally, let x/m and y/n be in G' and let r L Jlx/mJI 
ands L fly/nil, where rands are rational numbers. That 
is, Ix/ml~ r(e/1) and fy/nl ~ s(e/1). Therefore, by the 
triangle inequality prov4d on page 18, lx/m + y/nl ~ 
\ 
J 
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Ix/ml + fy/nl ~ (r + s)(e/1). Thus, IJx/mll ~rand fly/mil~ s 
imply· llx/m + y/nll .$. r +.s. - Therefore,, llx/m + y/nJI ~ - -
llx/mll + lfy/nll. Thus IJ·II is a norm for G'. , 
Q.E.D. 
Now· G' can be topologized, usin.g. ·the above norm as a 
metric, ,so G' is a normed space. 
Using a well-known procedure, it is possible to 
, 
embed a metric· space into a complete metric space iso-
metrically, the elements of the complete space being 
equivalence classes of Cauchy sequenceso The equivalence 
relation. is defined as follows: (xn) ~ (yn) <=> given any 
E > 0, there exists an N such that n > N => llxn - Ynll < E. 
It is trivial to prove that this relation is an equivalence 
relation. For a given Cauchy sequence a, denote the 
equivalence class containing a by [a]. The set of all 
equivalence classes is denoted by G". [ 5, p. 196] 
THEOREM~ If addition is defined by [a]+[~]= 
[a+ f3] (the addition of sequences is pointwise), then G" 
is an additive group. 
PROOF: First, it is necessary to prove that addition 
as defined above is well-defined, that is, prove that 
a'e[a] and ~'E[~] implies ~u + ~')e[a + f3]. 
II (a' + 13' ~ - (a + 13 )n II = Ila~ + 13~ - an - 13n II ~ Ila~ - an II + 
II~~ - ~n II, Choose e .> 0. Then for sufficiently large n, 
Ila~ - anll ~ e/3 and llt3~ - ~-nil .$. e/3. Therefore, 
.. )l(a' + ~')n - (a + f3)n11 ~ 2e/3 < E. Therefore, (a' + t,')e 
[a+~]. Therefore, addition is well-defined. 
----·. . .. , 
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Now it will be verified that G'' is a group. ·/';· 
i) Closure~ It is necessary to show that the sum of 
•-··· 
two Cauchy sequences is a Cauchy sequence, and since every 
.. 
__ Cauchy sequence is in an -equivalence· class, this will ver-
ify the fact that the sum of two equivalence classes is 
an equivalence class. Let aE[a] and f3E[r3], and e > 0. Then 
ll(a + ~) - (a + f3) II < Ila - a II + 1Jr3 - r3 II < E/3 + E/3 m n- m n nm-
-· :f:or sufficiently large m and n. thus ll(a + f3)m - (a+ r3)nll < E, 
:S·O. a + t3 is Cauchy. 
ii) Existence of an identity~ The equivalence class 
containing the sequence that is identically O is an identity, 
for [a] + [ 0] = [ a + 0] = [ aJ . 
]_·1·1·) A . . . ssoc1at1v1ty: ( [ a ] + [ f3-] ) + [ 5 ] = [ a + J3 J -+ 
[5] =[(a+ r3) + 5]. But each of the elements of a, r3 
and 5 are elements of G', and G' is associative. There-
£ ore, [ ( a + r3) + 5 ] = [ a + (r3 + 5) ] . [ a + (r3 + 5) ] = 
[a]+ [r3 + 5] =[a]+ ([~J + [5]). Thus G" is associ-
ative. 
iv) Existence--· of a11 inverse: The inverse of [a] is 
[-a], for [a]+ [-a]= [a+ (-a)]= [O]. 
/ 
Thus G" is a group. 
Q.E.D. 
Since~ G' is commutative, it is apparent that G" is too. 
DEFINITION: [a]~ [r3] <=> there exists sequences 
(xn)E[a] and (yn)E[~] such tha~ xn ~ Yn for all n. 
THEOREM~ With the above order, G" is a lattice-
ordered group. 
,/ 
PROOF~ First it must be proved that G" is partially 
) 
ordered. 
i) Transitivity~ Let [a] < [ ~], [ ~] < [ e], where 
- -( ~-J, [ t3], and [ 5 ] are in G". I consider four cases: 
[a]= [f3] ~ [5] 
[a] = [ f3 J, [ f3] < [ 5 ] , [t3 ] rJ [ 5 ] a) b) 
c) 
d) 
[a] < [ f3], [ f3 ] -; [ 5 ] , ·[a] ~ rt3 ] [a]< [t3,], [f3] < [5], (a]/ [t3], 
- -
-
[t3] f (5]. 
In a, b, and c, it is trivial that [a]< [6]. Therefore, 
-
only d, the last case is considered. Now, there exist 
(an)e[a], (t3 0 ) and (t3~) in [t3] and (5 0 )e[6] such that 
an~ f3n' t3~ ~ 5n for all n. Since [a] I [f3] and [t3] I (5], 
there exists an E)O such that given any N, there exists an 
n ( n ' ) such that II an - t3 n 'II ,2_ E ( II t3 ~ , :. 5 n ; II > E ) • Now 
choose 1, m, n so that given E > 0, lJa.n - amH ~ E/4, 
llt3n - t3 1 11 ~ E/4, and llan - t3nll LE. 
IJan - amlf + 11am - f:3111 + flt31 - t3nlf. 
Now E ~ l)an - f3n II ~ 
Thus E ~ e/4 + ll'am - t3 1 ll 
+ E/4, or 11am - f:3 1 11 2:. E/2 for suff"iciently large m, l .. 
Similarly, llt3~ - 6 1 /1 L e/2 for sufficiently large m, 1., 
Now 5n - an= (5n - ~~) + (t:,~ - t,0 ) + (~n - an)' and since 
5 > f3' and ~ > a for all n, 16 . - f3' J = 5 - t3' and n - n ~n - n n n n n 
ff3 0 - anl = f3n - an for·all n. And1 as was proved above, 
6n - f3~ 2 ~e/,, f3n - an 2:. ee/2 for sufficiently large n. 
Thus 6n - an~ Ee/1 + (t3~ - t30 ) ,2_ Ee/1 - lt30 - t3~J. But 
since both (f3n) and (t3~) are in [f3], for sufficiently large 
n, 1f3n - t3~1 ~ Ee/4. Thus for suffic~ently large n, 
I, 
6n - an L Ee/1 - ee/4 = 3Ee/4 2:. 0. Now for any given e > 0, 
let M be so large that all the above hold form> M. For 
n < M, define a'= a, 5' =a. For n > M, define 
- n n n° n 
,, 
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a' 
I 6 ' 6 Then (a') [~, (6 1 )E[6], and - a and - E - - • n .n n n -- n n 
. ,
I 6 I for all Therefore, (a] < [ 5 ] . Thus the a < n. n- n '!!"!"9 
order on G" is transitive. -
ii) Reflexivity: -[aJ--.s_ [_a], for let a = (a ) . n 
a < a for all n. n - n 
Then 
iii) Anti-Syrnmetricity: Let [a] <[~]and [f3] < [a]. 
- -
That is, there exist (a) and (a') in [a] and (f3) and n n n 
(f3~) in [f3] such that an ~ f3n and ~ri .$. a~ for all n. 
Since -aw< Al a - a' < a - An'_< An - An'o Similarly, n - -i,-, n' n n - n i,-, !-.J !-.J 
t3 ' - f3,, 1 < f3 ' - a < a ' - a. . Thus la - f3 ' I < n n-n n-n n n n-
(t?>n - t?>~)V(a~ - an)~ lt?>n - f3~1Vla~ - anl· But for any 
E > 0, ft3n - f3~r and la~ - an! can both be made less than 
or eq·ua.1 to ee/1 by choosing large enough rt. Therefore, 
-Ha - f3'11 can be made to approach zero by taking large enough n n 
n. Thus, (f3 8 )E[a], and [f3] = [a], since equivalence classes n 
are either disjoint or coincide. 
Thus G" is partially ordered and it only remains to 
be shown that any two elements in G" have a least upper 
bound that: is also in G" (the proof for the existence of J 
a greatest lower bound is similar and will not be given). 
Let [a] and [f3] be in G" and choose (a), (f3) from [a] and n n 
[~] respectively. Let 5 = a Vf3 . I assert that {5n) n n n 
is a Cauchy sequence and that [(5n)] = [a]V(f3]. 16n - 5ml = 
lanVf3n - amV~ml ~ lanVr?,n - anVt?>ml .+ 1anVf3m - amV ~ml~ 
ff3n - f3m1' + .Ian - aml' the last inequality by the second 
theorem on page 19. Since for any rational number r, 
both lf3n - f3 I and la - a I can be made smaller than re/1, m n m 
it follows that by choosing m and n large enough, one can 
44. 
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make 116m - 6nll ~ r. Thus (5 0 ) is Cauchy and so [(6 11)]EG". 
It is trivial that· (on) is the least upper bou~d. for 
(an) :.and (13n), for s1fce 5n = an V~n' if p is. a Cauchy 
sequence such that a_< p and~_< .p (that isJ a < p and 
n - n 
. 
~n ~ p0 for all n)J then 5 ~ p also, since by definitjon, 
5n ~ Pn for all n. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA: If x 2:, 0 and (En) a sequence of positive 
rationals such that E -+ o.i, then IIE xii-+ O. 
n n 
PROOF~ Since 11·11 is a norm, 11Enx11 = 1En111xll = 
Enllxll ~ince E > O" for all n) . Now llxll is a fixed real n-
number, so E ~ 0• implies that E llxll-+- 0. ThusllEnxll-. 0. n n 
DEFINITION: Let r be a real number and let xEG". 
rx • l.S defined as follows: let (xn) be in xJ where xn 
• • G' for all n and let (rn) be a sequence of rational 1S 1.n 
numbers such that r -. r. Then rx = [ (rnxn)]. n 
THEOREM~ With the above definition, G" is a ·vec:tor 
6 
space over the reals. 
PROOF: First it is necessary to prove that the 
value of rx is inde.pendent of the specific sequence 
(r0 ) approaching rand of the specific sequence (xn) 
in x. Let (xn)Ex and (x~)Ex. Also, let (r0 ) and (r~) 
I both be sequences of rational numbers approaching r. 
Then llr x - r 'x' II = fir x - r 'x + r 'x - r 'x' II < 
nn nn nn nn nn nn -
\. 
ll(rn - r~)xnll + llr~ (xn - x~) II = lrn - r~l llxnll + 
I rn' I llxn - xn' II. Since both r and r' approach r, Ir - r' I n n n n 
can be made arbitrarily small. Since llx
0
ll is bounded, 
45. 
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lrn - r~ I 1Jx0 II can be made arbitrarily small. Similarly, 
-since both (x ) · and (x') are in -the same equi.valence class, n · -- - n .. -. 
Hxn - x~II can be made arbitrarily small. Thus, given E > 0, 
:~i there is an N such that n > N implies· fir x - r 'x' II < E. n n n n -
Thus~rx is independent of the specific sequences chosen. 
Now in order to show that G'' is a vector space, it is 
necessary to show that: 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
i) Let 
r(x + y) = rx + ry for all reR, x, yin G" 
(r + r')x = rx + r'x for all r, r' in R, xEG" 
r(r'x) = (rr')x for all r, r' in R, xEG" 
l·x = x for all xEG". 
· (rn) be a sequence of _rationals approaching 
rand let (xn)ex, (yn)Ey. Then r(x + y) = [(rn(xn + yn))] 
= [(rnxn + rnyn)] = [(rnxn)] + [(rnyn)] = rx + ry. 
ii) Let (sn) be a sequence of rationals approaching 
r + r'. Let (rn) be any ~equence ~f .. rationals approaching r. 
Then (sn .,:- · rn) i·s a sequence of rationals ?pproaching r'. 
46. 
(r + r')x = [(snxn)], where (xn)Ex. [(s 0 xn)] = [((rn + r~)(xn»J 
= [(rnxn) + (r~xn)] = [(rnxn)] + [(r~xn)] + rx + r'x. 
iii) Let (rn) be a sequence approaching rand let 
(r~) be a sequence approaching r'. for xeG", choose a 
sequence (x0 )Ex. Then r(r'x) = r[(r~xn)] = [(rn(r~xn))] 
= [((rnr~)(xn))] = (rr')(x). 
iv) Let the sequence that approaches 1 consist only 
of l's. Then l·x = [(x )] = x. 
n 
Thus G" is a vector space over the reals. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY: If G is completely integrally closed, so 
.. 
.. 
is G". 
PROOF: Let aeG" have the property that there exists 
~eG" such that for all positive integers k, ka ~ t3. Tha-t 
k k ·• 
given any k > 0, there is· (ai)ea and (~i)et3 such that 
. . 
'k k ka~ <~~for all i. Tt must be shown that there exists 
--.I. - J. 
an (ai)ea and a Cauchy sequence {5i) such that 115 1 11-+ 0 and 
a.< 6. for all i. 
1. - l. 
• 
l. s' 
Now choose a positive integer k and fix it. Let N-
o = o: 
and for each positive integer j, define 
n ~ Nj => llt3~+j-l - t3~+j II .$. 1/(k + j), 
and llak+j-l - a 1 11 < 1/(k + j - 1). 
n n -
Nj as follows: 
llt3 k+j 11 < llt3 1 11 + 1, 
n - n 
Now for N. 1 < n < N., define a' = ak+j-l and J- - J n n 
5 = (1/(k'+"j - l)]t3k+j-l_ Clearly, a < 5 . Also, 
n n .. n - n 
by the last inequality in the definition of Nj' it is 
clear that (an)ea. Now it only remains to be proven that 
115 11-0. 115 11 = [1/(k+j - 1)1llt3k+j-lll < 
n n n -
[1/(k + j - l)Jllt3k+j-l - t3k+j11 + [1/(k + j - l)Jllt3~+jll < 
n n Ll ~ 
1;1(k + j - 1) (k + j)] + [1/(k + j - 1) Hllt3!11 + 1). Sir1~e 
1 . II~ n II is bounded a hove, it is clear that. Ho II-+ 0 as j-+ oo, 
. . .n. 
which happens as n-. oo. Since .. ll5nll-. 0, it is clearly 
Cauchy. Thus, {5n)e[(O)], and since an.$_ 6n for all 
n, a < 0. · 
COROLLARY: If e is an Archimedean element in; G., .. 
then [ (e) l·, is an Archimedean element in G". 
PROOF: Let t3EG 11 and chbose (t3 0 rEt,. Then there 
exists N such that , m > N implies lt3N - t3ml .$. e/1. 
That is, Jt3ml .$_ e/1 + Jt,NJ. Choose n1, n2 , ... ,nN 
47 • 
such that lt\l ~ n1(e/l), Jt,2 1 .$. n2 (e/l), ... , lt3NI ~ nN(e/1). 
• • "• • • ., ••.'-,~~ • ~ "'• •••·» ,•-·•• -· •"••• ··-n-, •• • -- • ·•- - - '" • 
Jl 
I 
This is possible for e/1 is an Archimedean element in G'. 
\.;., 
Let M = max(n1 , n2 , . . . , nN) + 2. Then t3n ~ M(.e/1) 
for all n, or t:> < M[ (e)]. Thus [ (e)] is Archimedean. 
-
DEFINITION: A real vector lattice i·s a real vector 
space, V, whose additive ·group is an 1-group and such that 
for any .real number a ·L O and any ·-element xEV such that 
x > 0, then ax> 0. 
- -
LEMMA: G'' is a real vector lattice. 
PROOF: Since it has been proved earlier that G'' 
is a real vector space (page 45) and that its additive 
group is an 1-group (page 42). Thus it only remains to 
be shown that if xEG" such that x 2:. 0 and aER, the 
real lin~ such that a> 0, then ax> 0~ I consider 
- . -· 
two cases~ i) a> 0 
ii) a= 0. 
i) If xeG'' is greater or equal .t:O. zero, then there 
exists a sequence (x )ex .such that x > 0 for all n. n n-
Since a> 0, choose a sequence (a) of rationals such n . 
that (an) Ea and an > 0 for all n. Th:~ anxn L O for 
all n. Thus ax = [ (a x ) ] , and since a x > 0 for all nn · nn-
--
n, ax> 0. 
-
ii) 
•\a·,···all n. 
If a= 0, then ax= [(ax)], where a = 0 for n n n .. 
~ 
That is, ax= [(O·xn)] = [(O)] = 0 L 0. 
THEOREM: G" has the following property: if (a ) is 
. n 
a sequence of real numbers such that an--+ oi. and x is 
·any element in G" such that x L p, then a X -+ QJ,. 
-n 
PROOF: Since a ~ 0~, for each a , there exists a 
---·, n n 
sequence of rationals, (ai) such that ai_., a and ai < ai n n n n- m 
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llanxll = lanlllxll, it isc-lear that ax~ 0. To see that n 
the approach is monotone, notice that [(a~xi)] - [(a~+lxi)] = 
[(a! -, a!+1)xi)]. But a! 2 a~+l' so a! - a!+l > 0 for 
-
all i. 
for all 
Therefore, since (xi) can be chosen so xi 2. 0 
i, [(aix.)] - [(ai+1x.)] > 0, so the approach is n i n i -
monotone. 
Q .. E. D. 
It should be noticed that if e is an Archimedean 
element in G", then given any xEG'', there exists a real 1 
number a such that lxl ~ ae. 
DEFINITION: Let V be a real vector lattice. An 
lv-ideal in Vis a subset of V which is an 1-ideal rela-
tive to the 1-grqup structure of V and in addition is a 
subspace of V. 
LEMMA: If JV has an Archimedean element e and N is an 
lv-ideal, then N is proper<=> eiN. (Assume NI 0). 
PROOF: "=>" Let N be a proper lv-ideal. That is, 
there is xeV such that x~. x can be assumed to be greater 
than 0, for if not, instead of looking at x, one can 
consider lxl. Assume eEN. Then aeeN for all real numbers 
a, since N is a subspace of.V. In particular, there is a 
.. 
real number a such that Ix I ~ ae, and since aeEN, so is ·Ix I. 
This implies xEN als·o, a contradiction. Therefore, e~. 
''<=" Assume e~. Then· N is proper since it does not 
contain all elements of V. That N ~ 0 was hypothesized. 
Q.E.D. 
. -.. -· '. 
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LEMMA: Let N be an l·v-ideal of G". Then NflG is an 
1-ideal of G. 
-
PROOF: It is trivial that NnG is a subgroup q~ G, 
since the embedding of G into G" preserved group operations . 
Let XENnGo If yEG such that fyf ~ lxl, then the image of 
I Y I in G" is less than the image of IX I in G", since the 
embedding preserved order. Therefore, I y I EN' so 
IY.IENOG. Thus NnG is an 1-ideal in G. 
~ 
LEMMA~ Let MCG be an 1-ideal and let M* be the set 
where a1, a 2, ~ ... ,an are real numbers and x 1 , x2 , . 
'-are in M (n is arbitrary) plus the set of all zEG" 
' . . 'X n 
such that lzl ~ laixl + ... +anxnl ior one of the linear 
combinations above. Then M* is an lv-ideal in G". 
PROOF~ The proo-f is tediou,s, but trivial, so. it will 
be omitted. 
THEOREM: If N is an lv-ideal, then (NnG)*cN. 
then since x1, ... xn were in N and a1, 
were real numbers, zeN. 
. . . a 
• • 
n 
+ a x I, n n 
since fa1x1 + .. ~ x leN, lzl is also. Since N is n n ., 
an lv-ideal, lzlEN implies zeN also. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM: If N is a proper maximal lv-ideal of G", 
then NnG is a proper maximal 1-ideal of G. I 
I 
I 
I 
/ PROOF: Assume NnG is not maximal (it is an 1-i~eal by 
.1 
the first lemma on this page and it is proper si;e e~). 
I 
/ 
I 
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Then there exists a proper maximal ideal M such that 
-
NnGCM and NnG :/ M. Let me:M""NnG. Clearly m1N. Then 
M* is an lv-ideal containing N properly. It itself is 
proper since it-does not contain e. But this is a 
contradiction since N was assumed to be a maximal proper 
ideal. Thus NnG is a proper maximal 1-ideal of G. 
THEOREM~ 
Q.E.D. 
Let V be a real vector lattice and N CV 0 
a proper lv-ideal. Then if V has an Archimedean element 
e, there is a maximal proper lv-ideal N such that N0 CNo 
PROOF~ Let J{be the set of all proper lv-ideals 
N such that N0 C N. Let /V be· any simply-ordered subset of 
JJl. Then UJlis an lv-ideal. The proof of this Statement 
rests on the fact that if any finite number of elements a~e 
chosen from, U J./, the~e is some NE JI containing all of them. 
With this fact, it is relatively easy to show that U·J/ 
is an lv-ideal. Then N0 CUcA/and ei\J.N, since it is in 
no proper lv-ideal, so UJ/ is a proper ideal containing N o 0 
Hence UcN' Etfa'l. Thus by Zorn's Lemma, there exists a 
maximal element in K Call this element N. Sin·ce:: N.0C N 
and N is maximal, the theorem is proved. 
. Q.E.D . 
. ·~ . 
THEOREM: Let V be a vector lattice such that:. 
i) V has an Archimedean element e. 
ii) If (an) is a sequence of reals such that a 0 -+ 0 l 
then for any xeV such that x ~ 0, then anx~ 0. 
1·•-
Then given any xeV such that x / 0, there exists a maximal 
proper lv-ideal N such that x~. 
.. '' ~ ' . . . .. . ' '; ,' . 
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PROOF: It can be a~sumed that x > 0, fo~ if this is 
not the case, lxl, rather than x can be considered, for the 
inclusion or non-inclusion ot either in an lv-ideal implies -
the inclusion or non-inclu~ion of the other. If x = ae for 
some real number a, then the theorem is proved, for given 
any maximal proper lv-ideal, N, aeEN implies that 
(1/a)ae =· eeN, a contradiction. Tlrus if x = ae, x is in 
no maximal proper lv-ideal. 
Thus, assume ·that x i ae for any real number a. Since 
e is Archirnedean, there 
~ < ce. Let b = inf{c: 
,·s-equ-.ence of rea·t.s_., (en) 
exists a real number c such that 
O ~ c, x < ce}· Then there is a 
such that c .-+ b .J., and x < c e for· 
n - n 
:a.ll: n .. 
... . ·.. . .. 
'l'hus en ... b- 0,1, and therefore (en - b)e- o.L. by 
the s'econd hypothesis .. That is, cne-+ b~t. Since x < c· ·e 
-: n 
for all n, xi be. That is, be - x L 0. Since x I be 
by assumption, xi<( be, or be - x > 0. Suppose that ther-e_ 
t 
exists some c' such that be - x > c'x. Then it would be 
52. 
true that be L (c' + l)x or x ~ oe/(c' + 1), or x < be/(c' + 1) 
since x / ae for any a.· But b/(c' + 1) < b, which contra-
dicts the definition of b. Thus there is no such number as 
c'. Now let N0 = {uEV: lul~ d(be - x) for some d > o.}. 
It is relatively easy to show that N0 is an lv-ideal. 
Also, xi N0 , for if it were, it would be possible to write 
(1/d)x = be - x for some d > O; but this was shown to be 
impossi.ble above. Thus N0 is proper. By the previous 
theorem, there is a maximal proper ideal, N, such that 
N0 cN. Suppose xEN. Since be - x is in N, the assumption 
• 
that xeN leads to the conclusion that be - x + x = beeN, 
which is impossible since N is proper, for beeN implies 
that e6N. Hence there exists a maximal proper lv-ideal 
- of G" that does not contain x. 
Q.E.D. 
Thus, given any x IO in G, there exists a proper 
maximal ideal not containing x, namely Nf1G, where N is 
' 
as above. Therefore, the functions generated by the 
proper maximal ideals of Gare separating. 
·.•· -~ . 
. ~· 
.; .. 
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TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
. ~ - .J 
' 
DEFINITION: An lv-homomorphism is a homomorphism from 
I 
a real vector lattice to a real vector lattice that preserves 
-~ 
both vector prope~ties and order. 
THEOREM: Let V be a real vector lattice with the 
properties listed in the second theorem o~ p~ge 51. Let 
oN' be the set o.f proper maximal lv-ideals in V. Then for 
each NEc#, there is a unique lv-homomorphism fN:V~R such 
that N = ker fN and fN(e) = 1. 
PROOF: By the theorems on page~ .24, 25, and 31, it is. 
possible to establish a homomorphism as follows: Let 
gN:v---. V/N be the quotient map and cpN:VjN-. R the group 
isomorphism discussed on page 25. Then fN = ~N~gN. It 
is relatively easy to show from the definitions of order and 
scalar multiplication that fN is an lv-hdmomorphism. Since 
Vis a real vector space, V/N is mapped onto R, and by 
specifying that fN{e) = 1, fN is uniquely determined. 
(see the appendix at the end of the paper) Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION: For any xeV, define a function x:J/-+R as 
follows: 
I\ Note that x(N) = 0 <=> xeN. 
~- ,-....· " 
r,: LEMMA: For x, yin Vanda inR, x+y =:x+y, 
~~·.,. ~ /\> A ~ A A A ~ ~ ~ 
xVy = xVy, xAy = xAy, ax= ax, and Ix I= fxf. 
PROOF:. Proofs of only the first and second equalities 
and an outline of the proof of the last will be • The given. 
similar. ~ fN(x y) = fN(x) + fN(y), • rest,· are x+y(N) - + since 
fN is an lv-homomorphism. fN(x) + fN(y) = i(N) +9(N). 
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Similarly, ~(N) = fN(xVy) = fN(x)VfN(y) = ~(N)VY(N). 
~ 
Finally, Ix I (N) = fN( Ix I) ~ fN(xV-x) = fN(x)V-fN(x) = 
i(N)V ~(N) = I ~ (N) I . 
LEMMA: Given xeV, there is a real number a such that 
~(N) I ~ a for all Ne cJV. 
A 
PROOF: I ~(N) I = 1 ·~ i(N) = lxl(N) = fN(lxl).' Since 
e is an Archimedean element in V, there exists a real number 
a such that lxl ~ ae. Therefore fN(lxl) S fN(ae) = afN(e). 
But fN(e) = 1 for all N. Thus, fN(txl) ~ a. Notice, that 
since Ix I ~ llxlleJ' l~(N) I .5. llxll. 
For each XEV, let Ix= [-llxll, llxll]; that is, Ix = 
{ t: - llx II ~ t
0 
.5. llx II}. Let P = Tr(Ix: xeV) and give the 
product topology to P, where each Ix has the relativized 
Euclidean topology. Then Pis compact and Hausdorff, 
being the product of compact Hausdorff spaces. 
LEMMA~ To each NEcAI, assign the point (Nx)eP, 
h (Nx) · d £. db · Nx ~(N) f 11 were is e ine y setting _ = x or a 
XEV. Then if N1 , N2 are in .JI and N1 :/ N2, then (Nf) / 
(N~). 
PROOF: Since N1 I N2 , there is a point yeN1 such 
that y/N2 . The maximalit·y of the elements of JI pre-
cludes the possibility that N1~N2. Then y(N1) = 0, 
y(N2) / 0. That is, y(Nl) / y(N2), or Nr :/ ~- Thus 
i1X X (Ni) ~ (N2). 
DEFINITION: Define •:JI~ P by ~ (N) = (Nx) . -
By the above lemma, i is one-to-one, so c/V can be 
topologized by giving it the relative topology on t[e,N]. 
.. ._....,._ __ .____ " ' 
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Observe that this topology is the same as that having 
the following sets as a basis: U(N0 , xl' Xz, • • . , xk, e) {N: !Xi (N) - 5ci(No)I < • (1, 2, k) }· The E, ]. = • • • , 
-
topologies are the same by definition of the product 
topology. 
..... 
1 ·--
LEMMA: For (Nx) • P, Nx+y = Nx + NY, NxVy any 1n 
-
-
Nx V NY, Nx/\y X I\ NY. Nax = X e for - N--- aN , and N = 1, any 
in V and • R. x, y a 1.n 
PROOF~ 
.. ---
Only the first, second, and fifth equalities 
will be proved, the proofs of the rest being similar. For 
any x, yin V, Nx+y = ~(N) = X(N) + Y(N) = Nx + NY. 
Similarly, ~Vy= ~(N) = X(N) V Y(N) = Nx V NY. Finally, 
Ne= ~(N) = fN(e) = 1 for all N. 
THEOREM~ i[cN] is closed in P. 
PROOF~· Let (px) be a point in f [ aA/]-. Then each; 
neighborhood of (px) meets t [ NJ . Let y, z in V and a,. in: 
Rand consider the following basic open set of P: U = 
Tf (Ux: xeV), where uxc=rx is open and is defined as 
follows: if Xi y, z, y+z, yVz, y('z, ay, ore, let 
ux - I Let E ) 0 be a real number, and let - • X 
Uy - ]py - E, ·- + [ n Iy, - Py e 
uz - ]pz - E, Pz + E [ n Iz, -
• 
•· 
-· 
Ue = ]1 - E, 1 + 
€
 [ n le .. 
Note that (px}EU, As noted above, U n I[Jv'] ,' <P, so there 
. ' 
56. 
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. is an NecJ/ such···that (Nx) eU. 
1t is now necessary to prove that the· _following eqU:~lities 
·-
are true: Py+z =Py+ Pz, Pay= apy' where a is a real, 
PyAz = p A Pz' Pyvz = p V p, and p = 1. First, Y .Y z e 
IP+ ( + ) I < IP - Ny+zl + INy+z - (p + P) I= y z - Py Pz - y+z y z 
IPy+z - Ny-tzl + INY + Nz - (py + Pz)I ~ IPy+z - Ny+zl + 
INY - p I+ INz - p I. But since (px)el[cA/ ]-, given any y z 
e > 0, (Nx) can be chosen so that INy+z - Py+zl < E, 
INY - Pyl < e, and INz - Pzl < e. Thus, IP+ - (p + p) I< 3~ y z y z 
where e can be made arbitrarily small. Therefore, 
Py+z =Py+ Pz· The proofs of the other equalities are 
similar, the second and third using the fact that 
laVc - bVdl . $. la - ~cl+ lb - di, which is readily pro\t-. 
able from the last theorem on page 19. 
Now since y, z, and a were arbitrary, if f:V~R is 
defined by f(x) = px, then f would be an lv-homomorphism 
such that f(e) = lo If N1 = ker f! then fN = f. Hence 
x. _ 1 . 
(p) = (N1). Thus (p )~t[h'], so i[cN] = ~[uV] and there-x . X 
fore, i[~N] is closedo Since i[~] is a closed subset of 
a compact Hausdorff space, it is also compact and Haus-
dorff. 
Consider the following diagram: 
t A. d )·P 
~ 
R 
where 7T x: P-+- Ix is the projection map. For any Ne JV., 1T xo ~(N) = 
W = x(N). Since i is continuous by the definition of the 
topology on J./ and ~x' being the projection map, is continuous 
by th:e definition of the product topology, it' follows that 
"' x: .;V-+ R is continuous o 
Let C(~,R) be the set of all continuous functions from 
."" 
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j/ to the real line. By the theorem on page 1 of this thesis, -
C(..N,R) is a distributive lattice. It is obvious that 
CCJV,R) is also a vector space over the reals with addition 
and scalar multiplication of functions defined pointwise. 
THEOREM~ /\. Let 'J:I: V_,,_ C( JV',R) be defined by qJ(x) = x. 
Then 'I! is a vector lattice isomorphism. 
PROOF~ That '¥ is a vector lattice homomorphism follows 
~ 
from the lennna on page 54-.,-•------For instance, 'P(xVy) = xVy = 
A A 
x Vy= ~(x)V~(y). The other properties follow similarly. 
Finally, to show that ~ is an isomorphism, it is enough to 
show that ker 'l" = {o}, where O is the function mapping all 
elements of JV identi_cally into 0. Now assume that there 
.,..,, 
is XEker P such that xi 0. By the last theorem on page 
51, there is a maximal ideal NecN such 
" x(N) I 0. This is a contradiction, so 
~ is a vector lattice isomorphism. 
that ::.,iN. Therefore, 
ker 'i.J = { 0} . Thus 
Q.E.D. 
..'": 
Now, by the theorem on page 48, ·the real vector lattice 
G'' satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem on page 54. _ There-
I 
fore, G" can be embedded isomorphically into the set of 
continuous fun~tions from a compact "Hausdorff ··space to the 
real ~ine, namely from the space of its maximal lv-ideals, 
topologized as above. 
-,~ 
.,, 
Also, ,ince G is embedded in G", G is also embedded 
r -~ 
in the lattice of functio~ . 
.. 
Thus, the final.result is reached: a partially ordered 
group G can be embedded in the lattice of continuous functions 
from a compac-t Hausdorff space to the real lin~, if it is 
completely integrally closed and has an Archimedean element 
.e. 
;--, . .. 
·1. 
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APPENDIX 
THEOREM: Let L be a -lattice vector space over the 
reals and let f:L~R an lv-homomorphism. Then if f'· is 
another such lv-homomorphism such that ker f = ker f' and 
f ( e) = f' ( e) = 1, then f = f' . 
PROOF: Let N = ker f. Then, as was proved in the 
body of the paper, N is a maximal 1-ideal and therefore 
L/N is isomorphic·to the real line (it is isomorphic to 
the entire real line since L/N is a vector space). That 
is, dim L/N = 1. Let M = {x: f(x) = f'(x) }· Mis clearly 
a subspace of L and N ~M, since eEM and e(N. Then 
dim L/M < dim L/N. But since dim L/N = 1, dim L/M = 0 .. 
That is, L = M. Therefore, f = £'. 
.Q. E. D. 
·\:..4· .··. . . -- ·, . ~ 
,'. 
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